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ABOUT
VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA
VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA IS A NATIONAL OLYMPIC SPORTING
ORGANISATION THAT IS COMMITTED TO BEING A WORLD
LEADER IN OUR SPORT. OUR ROLE IS TO INSPIRE THE
LOVE OF VOLLEYBALL BY FOSTERING PARTICIPATION AND
SPORTING EXCELLENCE FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL.
WORLD LEADER

PARTICIPATION AND
SPORTING EXCELLENCE

BENEFIT OF ALL

We deliver world class
team performances,
supported by world class
management and sport
delivery infrastructure.
We are recognised
by our stakeholders
as a leading national
federation, demonstrated
by leadership presence at
OZVA, AVC, FIVB, and as
a member of the Olympic
Family

We inspire participation
in volleyball pathways
through our members,
from grassroots and
school children to aspiring
Olympians. We coordinate
national participation
activities, and we invest
to deliver technical
infrastructure to grow the
capacity and quality of our
sport.

We are contributing to
the social fabric and the
good health of a sporting
nation through Volleyball.
A collaborative, culturally
inclusive, non contact,
gender equal sport, which
contributes to the health and
wellbeing of society.

ADVOCATING A CULTURE OF RESPECT AND PERSONAL
HEALTH THROUGH THE ATTRIBUTES OF VOLLEYBALL,
OUR ROLE MODELS AND OUR NATIONAL TEAMS
I.E. VOLLEYROOS
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MESSAGE FROM THE
ASC
The Australian Sports Commission (ASC) thanks all of our partner national
sporting organisations (NSOs) for your continued hard work and commitment to
excellence. All of you understand innately the importance of sport in Australian
life. It’s much more than a source of national identity and pride, it’s the fabric
that binds us together - a common language for all, with multiplier benefits in
health, education, social cohesion and the economy.
There were many great sporting events to celebrate during the course of last
year – the launch of both the AFL Women’s competition and the National Netball
League with prime-time TV coverage, our most successful winter sports season
ever on the world stage, and fairytale victories against the odds for Cronulla in
the NRL and the Western Bulldogs in the AFL.
Last year’s Olympic and Paralympic Games underscored the challenge however
for Australia in retaining its status as one of the world’s pre-eminent sporting
nations, given rising competition from developed and developing nations alike.
We must keep innovating, being bold and willing to change both on and off the
field if we are to succeed, not just in Olympic and Paralympic sports but across the sporting spectrum.
We appreciate the willingness of NSOs to embrace this challenge. We commend athletes for their dedicated
commitment to training ahead of the PyeongChang 2018 Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games, the Gold Coast 2018
Commonwealth Games and, further ahead, the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games.
One of the most important long-term challenges for our country is to help our children be physically active, to participate
in sport and enjoy its lifelong benefits.
The ASC’s Sporting Schools program has now reached more than 5,600 primary schools around Australia and has
already begun a targeted program for high schools. It is vital to ensure physical education is re-emphasised in the
national school curriculum. To this end, the ASC has been doing ground-breaking work on physical literacy for children
and youth and we look forward to rolling this out nationally in the year ahead.
As the national leadership organisation for sport in Australia, the ASC was delighted when our new Minister for Sport
the Hon. Greg Hunt recently proposed a National Sports Plan, the preparation of which will be led by the ASC. This will
create, for the first time, a comprehensive blueprint for Australian sport. It’s an outstanding initiative and we thank
the Minister for his leadership and vision. We hope all NSOs take the opportunity to contribute their views to the plan.
Most of you will know that this year the ASC welcomed a new CEO Kate Palmer, a talented sports leader, who has
quickly built excellent relationships with sports and is embracing the challenges ahead with an inspiring enthusiasm.
Finally, I say a big thank you to the army of volunteers – parents, coaches, officials and administrators - who contribute
their time and services for the good of Australian sport. You bring community strength, passion and great value to the
identity, productivity, cohesion and health of our nation.
The ASC wishes you every success in the year ahead. We look forward to working closely with you for the common
good of Australian sport.
John Wylie AM
Chair
Australian Sports Commission
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BOARD OF
VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA
CRAIG CARRACHER
PRESIDENT
Craig re-joined the Board of Volleyball Australia in 2011 as Vice President and was appointed
President in July 2013. From 1996 leading up to the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games Craig was
a director and CEO of Volleyball Australia on sabbatical from his law career. Craig is currently
President of Oceania Volleyball, Executive Vice President of Asian Volleyball Confederation, the
Chair of the AVC Asian Beach Volleyball Committee and a member of the FIVB Beach Volleyball
Council. In 2015 Craig was nominated and subsequently elected to the Board of the Australian
Olympic Committee and also serves on the board of the Australian Olympic Foundation. Craig
is a founder and owner of Scape Student Living, is on the Board of Sunland Group Limited
(ASX:SDG) and previously pursued an investment and legal career working in Asia as managing
partner of a leading Australian law firm and the Australian Packer family’s private investment
group, Consolidated Press Holdings (CPH) and its various investments. Craig has studied and
worked in the US, Scandinavia, the UK and in north and south-eastern Asia and has concentrated
his investment and business interests across the Asian markets.

ANITA PALM
VICE-PRESIDENT

Anita has extensive experience of multi-sport events through involvement at both event,
planning and bidding stages of previous Olympics in Beijing and Sydney and the bid stages
of London and Rio. This consultative work has included work on both the Olympics and
Paralympics and has been crucial to the department planning, especially in the areas of
sport from scheduling, through to entries, sport production, organisational integration and
results. She is herself an Olympian.

MALCOLM BORGEAUD
VICE-PRESIDENT
Malcolm has over a decade of experience in middle and senior management roles with
an international sales and marketing company and twenty years experience in public
accounting practice, with 14 as a principal. He brings to the Board a wealth of not-forprofit-governance and financial experience having been involved either at Board level, in
tax and accounting advisory or audit roles for numerous not-for-profits, including charities
and sporting bodies. He has served as Chairman on Statea and National Committees for
CPA Australia and currently serves on their Environmental, Social and Governance Centre
of Excellence providing CPA Australia and its 180,000 members with advice and direction
on current environmental, corporate social responsibility and corporate governance issues.
He also currently serves on the Boards of a number of not-for-profit organisations. Malcolm
loves Volleyball, having played in the U20’s for Australia in the Pac Rim Tournament in 1978.

KERRI POTTHARST
DIRECTOR
Kerri Pottharst is one of Australia’s most well known and well-loved athletes – a triple
Olympian with two Olympic medals. Kerri wore the Green and Gold for Australia for an
incredible 22 years! She competed with the Indoor National Team for 10 years and then on
the World Tour of Beach Volleyball until her retirement in 2005. She is one of our sports most
decorated players. She has been inducted into the the International Volleyball Hall of Fame,
been awarded Team of the Decade by the FIVB and is also a member of the Australian Sports
Hall of Fame. Since retiring, Kerri now divides her time between coaching and mentoring
elite-level athletes, inspiring people from all walks of life to achieve excellence through her
keynote presentations and motivational workshops and also gives her time freely to support
many different charities each year.
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RIAD TAYEH
DIRECTOR
A member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia Riad has been the VA
Finance Director since 1999. He is a member of both the FIVB Finance Commission and AVC
Finance Commission.

TRACEY HOLMES
DIRECTOR
For the past 25 years Tracey Holmes has worked in journalism and communications, working
with some of the world’s most respected media platforms – CNN International, Dubai Eye,
CCTV China, Foxtel, SBS and the ABC. One of Tracey’s first tours of duty following her sports
broadcasting cadetship at the ABC was to anchor ABC TV’s coverage of the Australian World
Series Beach Volleyball Tour. An award-winning interviewer, Tracey has sat down and drawn
the best out of a collection of the world’s most interesting people - from Prime Ministers
to Presidents, Kings and Sheikhs, from awe inspiring athletes to challenging and thought
provoking academics, from legendary entertainers to the most ordinary men and women
in the street. Tracey’s passion for sport has seen her cover 10 Olympic Games. She’s been a
broadcast mentor for the IOC’s Young Reporter Program at each of the three editions of the
Youth Olympic Games. Currently Tracey is an ABC presenter and senior reporter, host of The
Ticket on ABC News Radio, and frequent writer for The Drum.

ANDREW SCOTFORD
DIRECTOR
Andrew has spent the past 20 years in various roles in sport including over 7 years as the General
Manager of Volleyball Australia from 2000 to 2007. This period has seen him in leadership roles
and national, state and local across a variety of sports including Cricket, AFL and Basketball. He
also has a passion about sports officiating and continues to both officiate and coach others in
numerous sports including Volleyball and Beach Volleyball. Outside of his sports interest he
currently works as a Student Support Manager with the Canberra Institute of Technology Student
Association and is also a board member of the Tertiary Access Group, a cooperative buying group
in the tertiary education sector

JIANG YING
DIRECTOR
Ying was a member of the Chinese women’s team that won gold at the 1984 Los Angeles
Olympics, and then won bronze four years later in Seoul. She was also a member of the 1982 and
1986 Chinese World Championship teams, and the team which won the 1985 World Cup. Ying
has been living in Adelaide in recent years, and Volleyball Australia President Craig Carracher said
it was a major boost for volleyball to have someone with Ying’s experience and knowledge to
help guide the sport into the future.
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PRESIDENT’S REVIEW
CRAIG CARRACHER
‘PARTICIPATION, PATHWAYS AND
PERFORMANCE – TOKYO 2020”
As we are now well on our way towards
Tokyo 2020 it is time to again reflect on
an extraordinary year closing out the
Rio’16 Quadrennial and the considerable
consolidation undertaken immediately
following the Olympic Games. We are
now in the final run up to the 2018
Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast,
where beach volleyball will debut thanks
to the extraordinary efforts of Volleyball
Australia to lobby for this outcome, and
with that challenge ahead of us it is time
to reflect on our Purpose:
Since Rio 2016 we have conducted a
comprehensive review of our Participation
Programs, launching We Are Volleyball,
the most comprehensive joint effort by
our stakeholder State Associations and
Volleyball Australia with the ambition of
driving real change and learning across
our Participation Agenda. We have
restructured our Pathways Program and
introduced new resources and established
a base line for targeted growth across
both genders and disciplines. Including

Volleyball
Australia
is
a national
Olympic sporting
organisation that is
committed to being
a world leader in
our sport. Our role
is to inspire the
love of volleyball
by fostering
participation and
sporting excellence
for the benefit of
all.”
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the launch and delivery of our women’s
Centre of Excellence funded entirely
by Volleyball Australia resources.
In Performance we have seen the
introduction of new coaches to lead our
sport and a new structure for delivery
of our high performance agenda as we
continue to evolve the culture of our
sport and our performance expectations
based on fundamentals and a long term
sustainable vision for Australia’s place on
the global volleyball stage.
I am pleased that both on and off the
court there has been such tremendous
growth and also consolidation. While
I am saddened by the loss of Mathieu
Meriaux from the sport after a very
challenging four year term, I could not be
prouder of what has been achieved under
his leadership. Mathieu will be greatly
missed from his role as CEO. Personally,
Mathieu’s vision for the place our sport
deserves on the Australian and global
ladder of sporting priorities is what I will
miss most – and of course that wonderful
accent!
I thank our State Associations that lead

from the front in our sport. It is your
support and that of your constituent
members that delivers all the success
of our sport. The strengthening of your
domain must be our collective agenda.
We must foster the nuances of differences
across the nation of Australian volleyball
while aligning our purpose and our vision.
The achievements and independence
of Volleyball Australia are testament to
your commitment. I thank each board
member and executive staff member and
volunteer for your incredible support.
Finally, I would like to thank the board
of Volleyball Australia whose intellect,
understanding, patience, passion and
commitment is a true privilege to work
with and to be inspired by.
Australia is blessed to have the support
of its public to promote and encourage
the Government of the day to invest in
our national teams, our development
pathways and our participation agenda.
The commitment to continue to make
this investment is vital to our success and
that of Australia’s on the global stage of

sport. Your sport is the second largest on
the planet and the most gender equal.
Your effort to continue to remind our
Government and funding agencies of the
value of our sport I trust will encourage
continued support and, where there is
no support currently, a review of the
funding provided to better align to the
expectations of the Australian sporting
public and participation base.
I would like to thank each of the
government agencies and State and
Federal Governments, including the
Australian Sports Commission, for their
continues support and I trust in these
less certain times our advocacy for the
passion and commitment of our sport
and its constituents is appreciated as
contributing to the difficult debate
the nation must have on topic of sport
and the proper role of Government in
supporting a national sporting agenda.
We look forward with great anticipation
to the pending release of the National
Sports Plan to be launched by Minister
Hunt and the ASC in the coming year.
Our Purpose Statement explicitly
acknowledges the importance of
Olympism to our sport and the vital role
the AOC performs as a constant in the
changing world of sports administration.
The support of the AOC continues to
encourage our young athletes to pursue
their Olympic dreams.
This year has seen a wonderful advance
in women’s sport in this country. But
we must be ever vigilant to ensure
we have the balance right. Volleyball
IS the nation’s MOST GENDER EQUAL
SPORT. This success and commitment
should be rewarded and not overlooked
as professional codes pursue gender
diversity but remain a long way behind
on gender equality. Volleyball’s winning
edge is our commitment to and success
on diversity and equality and that should
be a metric of considerable value to
the national funding bodies in sport in
Australia and of greater value than the

number of medals a sport may achieve
from time to time on the inevitable cycle
for all sports of high performance success.
Reward the process, the foundations
and the values and goals (gold) will be
achieved.
I also thank all our supporters, our
sponsors, with particular mention to
our Volleyroos naming rights sponsor,
Helloworld Travel, and the Patrons
of our Sport. I specifically thank Mrs
Gina Rinehart for trusting in our sport.
Through Hancock Prospecting and the
Georgina Hope Foundation Mrs Rinehart
has enabled an unprecedented level of
support toward our women’s athletes.
Quite simply, without the benefaction and
support of Mrs Rinehart your sport could
not host the amazing events that have
inspired a nation of volleyballers this year.
World League, World Women’s Grand Prix,
Olympic preparation, Commonwealth
Games athlete support, the World Tour,
Volleyfest and the underwriting of our
sport to take on new challenges where
many would choose not to go – setting
a new bar in sports administration and
a new agenda for Australian sport. Our
sport will forever be indebted for the
foundations Mrs Rinehart is underpinning
with her support now in its 5th year.
Ours is a simple strategy for the next
quadrennial but complicated in the
execution and there is no silver bullet
for success. Our campaign to 2020
will commit us to 3 clear and identified
strategic imperatives, to deliver on our
Performance outcomes, deliver on our
Pathway outcomes and to deliver on our
Participation outcomes. Our strategic
agenda requires your support, your
commitment your continued love of the
greatest and most gender equal team
sport on the planet.
Finally, and at a personal level, most
important, we have laboured under
enormous self imposed pressures this
past year as we reset our sport for a
brighter future. That strain revealed
many weaknesses and I thank each of
you for supporting us in those areas and

being patient with us as we introduced
structural changes bluntly and many
times without the sensitivity required.
The changes in our tone of conversation
have been most evident and that has
supported us to be honest with each
other, not afraid to speak up about that
which is not working and to commit to
improvement without compromise. I
accept entirely the responsibility for
those inadequacies.
To that end I would like most of all to
thank the athletes at all levels in our
sport for your patience with us as we
endeavour to be “off the court” the
standard of athlete we know you aspire to
be “on the court”. And to the parents and
guardians, where we have not lived up to
your expectations for this sport and our
administration and development of it, I
thank you for your patience, be assured of
our commitment to you as you encourage
your daughters, sons and family members
to strive, endeavour, respect and excel,
that we too pursue the same dreams
for them and we deeply appreciate and
thank you for delivering to our sport such
wonderful people.
Thank you.
Craig Carracher
President, Volleyball Australia
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CEO’S REPORT
MATHIEU MERIAUX
•

Volleyroos.
The production and delivery of 25
episodes of Volleyball Australia’s New coaching staff were appointed in
the Men’s Indoor program and Mark
own TV show Inside Volleyball;
Lebedew became the Head Coach of the
• The creation of the Pathway’s Men’s Volleyroos.
Portfolio and appointment of
At the same time, the Women’s Centre
Pathway’s Director; and
of Excellence was launched in Canberra
• The implementation of the We Are so we finally have a similar offering to
our Men’s and Women’s players both
Volleyball agenda.
indoor and on the beach. This program
At a core of it was a fundamental is funded by Volleyball Australia and
restructuration of the Participation and support.
Pathways strategies underpinned by the
design of an innovative collaborative From a financial performance, Volleyball
investment named the “We Are Australia’s performance (deficit of 110K)
was in line with the board approved
Volleyball Agenda”.
budget (Deficit of 108K). An adjustment
The Pathway portfolio was created to the starting equity was made to
and Nam Pham was appointed as the recognise a pay roll tax liability.
inaugural Pathways Director. Nam’s
mission is to position our athlete’s right This performance was achieved thanks
at the heart of our decision making and to meticulous financial management
ensure that every Volleyball player in across all portfolio.
Australia can maximise their potential.
Reflecting on the last cycle and
At the Participation level, the states particularly the last 12 months, I would
associations and Volleyball Australia like to thank everyone for giving me
opted to co-invest over $4Million over 4 the immense honour to manage this
years in the participation space nationally. wonderful sport. This journey has been
Pulling three separate sources of funding really something extraordinary.
under one investment strategy, the “We
Are Volleyball” will enable the sport to In particular, I would like to thank
deliver more effectively on the nationally the board of Volleyball Australia, the
athletes, the coaches, referees, and the
endorse Inclusive Participation Plan.
volunteers. Thank you to our Sponsors
Rebecca Walter, another Volleyball Player with a special mention to Mrs Gina
and successful sporting administrator Rinehart, Hancock Prospecting and
from Victoria was appointed as the Helloworld Travel.
new Participation Director replacing
Phil Muller that was seconded to the Thank you the Australian Sports
organisation of the Beach Volleyball Commission for their support.
Event at the Commonwealth Games.
This sport has an awesome future and
John Boultbee, our High Performance I’m looking forward to be cheering on
Director led a thorough review process the teams.
of all programs that resulted in the
restructuration of the Beach Volleyball
Program and the appointment of Victor
Anfiloff to the Head Coach of the Beach

•

It is with a slightly heavy heart but also
great pride that I deliver to you my final
annual report as Chief Executive of
Volleyball Australia.
Every Olympic year is a special one as
it crystallises the culmination of 4 years
of work a for the athletes, the coaches,
and the entire community. Rio Olympics
Games really delivered a show where
beach volleyball took centre stage on the
famous sands of Copacabana Beach.
Our Volleyroos once again made all
Australians and the world take notice
with Louise Bawden and Taliqua Clancy
finishing 5th among the world’s elite as
well as wonderful performances from
Nikki Laird and Mariafe Artacho Del
Solar. As a team they were our best finish
since 2004.
The extensive review and planning that
went in to the Olympics played no small
part and was implemented brilliantly by
our team for all programs.
On the top of delivering an extensive
calendar of international events, our
four major achievements for the year
included:
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The launch of our full time Women’s
Centre of Excellence program in
Canberra;

VOLLEYBALL AUSTALIA
COMMISSIONS
EXECUTIVE COMMISSIONS
Andrew Crozier VACT
Nam Pham SVNSW
Jon Gibbs VQ
Anne-Marie McAinsh VSA
Stephen Ibbott VTI
Geoff Rietschel VVI
Robyn Kuhl VWA
PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION
Les Young VACT
Deb Chung SNSW
Boris Georgieff VQ
Craig Watson VSA
Stephen Ibbott VTI
Sen. Stephen Conroy VVI
Damien Oldmeadow VWA
Stuart Smith VNT

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA
REFEREE COMMITTEE
Chair Andrew Scotford
International Indoor
Dean Turner
National Indoor
George Chalhoub
International Beach
Catriona Tweedie
National Beach
Peter Bawhey
Education
Elizabeth Pollock
Robert Szydlowski
Terry Rudder

AUSTRALIAN VOLLEYBALL
SCHOOLS CUP COMMISSION
Stephen Doyle Chair
Stuart Scott Secretary Volleyball, SSA
Kerri Styles Benowa SHS
Rick McWaters Girton
Grammar
Kasia Stawski Technical
Delegate
Peter McConnon Competition
Manager (Advisory)
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VOLLEYBALL AUSTALIA
EXECUTIVE TEAM
MATHIEU MERIAUX
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Mathieu joined VA in March 2013 as the Competitions and Events Manager and was appointed
CEO in April 2014. Mat has a strong background in the management of diverse and complex
projects and events. Mat was previously General Manager for Triathlon ACT and was an event
planner for the London Olympic and Paralympics Games. He holds a degree in Sports Science and
is completing a double Masters in Business Administration and Politics.

AMANDA POWER
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Amanda Power joined the Volleyball Australia team in November 2016, coming from a previous
finance role with St Johns Ambulance Australia. Her role as finance manager of the National
Office involved a variety of tasks ranging from accounting, corporate governance, fundraising,
investments, insurance, human resources and IT management. Amanda loves running, swimming
and cycling, regualry competing in Triathalons, and she is also a member of the Board for Triathalon
ACT.

ROD HARYS
CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER
Rod Harys joined Volleyball Australia as Chief Commercial Officer on the 24th August 2015,
following a successful career in both the public and private sectors. Previously Rod Harys was
General Manager with the Sydney Kings Basketball Franchisee from 2013 – 2015, Rod was
instrumental in turning around the team’s financial fortunes, rebuilding the club’s relationships
with corporate sponsors, lifting the Sydney Kings media profile and increasing the Sydney Kings
marketing and brand profile. Rod Harys secured naming rights sponsor Mightymite and a number
of other key deals including United Airlines, St George Bank, Event Cinemas and Crown Resorts.
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JOHN BOULTBEE
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR
John Boultbee started with Volleyball Australia in November 2014 as the new Director of High
Performance. He was the fifth Director of the Australian Institute of Sport from 1995 to 2001.
While he was Director, he supervised the Olympic Athlete Program. In 2004, he was appointed by
Football Federation Australia to establish a high performance unit. Since 2000, he has also been a
director of Australia for UNHCR Limited.

REBECCA WALTER
PARTICIPATION DIRECTOR
Former Volleyroo’s player Rebecca Walter took over the role of Particiaption Direction in April 2017.
Before joining Volleyball Australia, Rebecca held the position of Development Manager with Volleyball
Victoria, as well as committing her spare time to playing for the Senior women’s volleyball team.
Rebecca is greatly respected by all stakeholders and is one of our sport’s top administrators and the
work she has done in Victoria has had a massive impact. By stepping into this role with the National
body, it cements that there is also an administrator pathway between State Volleyball Associations and
Volleyball Australia.

NAM PHAM
PATHWAYS DIRECTOR
Nam Pham joined Volleyball Australia in May 2017, in the newly created role of Pathways Director. With
more than 20 years’ experience with the sport, Nam has extensive experience as a coach, a manager
and an administrator within volleyball, and most recently has been General Manager of State Volleyball
NSW, and head coach of the Australian Junior Women’s Volleyball Development Program. He also holds
the positions of mentor coach for State Volleyball NSW, and was previously the head coach of the
UTSSU men’s AVL team and the UTS women’s honours team.
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2017
HIGHLIGHTS
The implementation of the
We Are Volleyball agenda.
The launch of our full time
Women’s Centre of Excellence
program in Canberra

The creation of the Pathway’s
Portfolio and appointment of
Pathway’s Director

The production and delivery
of 25 episodes of Volleyball
Australia’s own TV show
Inside Volleyball
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FINANCIAL REPORT
AMANDA POWER
Role (Executive Team members) or
equivalent role

Volleyball Australia
Executive Remuneration

I am delighted to present the financial
report for Volleyball Australia for the year
ended 30 June 2017.

Chief Executive Officer

100-150

Chief Financial Officer

100-150

Director of High Performance

100-150

The revenue for 2016/2017 is lower
than the previous financial year due to
2015/2016 holding the international
events including World League and World
Grand Prix twice in the financial year. The
corresponding expenditure for these
events has also decreased.

Director of Sport Participation

Below 100

Director of Pathways

Below 100

In the 2016/2017 year the Volleyball
Australia Board decided to invest reserves
to promote the sport of Volleyball across
Australia, to focus on building the
participation in Volleyball as well as to
continually focus on developing our high
performance teams. The Board approved
a deficit budget to reach these goals, the
actual deficit of ($112K) is in line with the
forecasted and approved deficit.
Some of the key financial initiatives
include:

•

Total

450-500

successful TV show which showcased
the achievements of our players
both nationally and internationally.
“Inside Volleyball” also included the
very successful annual Schools Cup.

•

The introduction of the role of
Pathways director to further develop
pathways into sport and increase the
focus of our junior programs.

•

Increasing our focus on Beach
Volleyball with the hiring of an
event manager focused on Beach
events as well as the introduction
of the international beach tour at
Shepparton, Victoria.

2017 is available online at
www.volleyballaustralia.org
The achievements of the financial
management during the financial year have
been:

•

A continued focus on improving
accounts receivable has led to a
reduction in outstanding debtors.

•

The relationship with the Australian
Sports Commission has continued to
develop through excellent financial
reporting as well as the attendance at
various financial seminars run by the
Australian Sports Commission.

“Inside Volleyball”, the inaugural and The full audited Financial Report 30 June Payroll Tax
2017

2016

Total revenue

7,280,788

8,740,930

Total expenses

7,392,894

8,775,003

Total comprehensive income attributable to members of the entity

-112,106

-34,073

STATEMENT OF COMPARATIVE INCOME

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Total current asset

1,662,074

2,826,344

Total non-current assets

139,985

89,707

Total assets

1,802,059

2,916,051

Total current liabilities

1,608,829

2,627,897

Non-current liabilities

51,213

34,031

Total liabilities

1,660,042

2,661,928

Total equity

142,017

254,123

In the 2016/2017 financial year, Volleyball
Australia discovered that it was liable for
payroll tax in South Australia, Queensland,
New South Wales in prior years and had
also exceeded the threshold for payroll tax
in the ACT in 2015/2016. An adjustment has
been made to prior accounts to recognise
this liability.
Throughout the financial year there were
a few changes in staff. Peter King left the
organisation at the end of 2016, Amanda
Power left in September 2017. I would like
to thank them for their contribution to
Volleyball Australia.
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PARTICIPATION REPORT
REBECCA WALTER
Participation continues to be an Key findings within the 2016 AusPlay data
imperative aspect of Volleyball Australia’s indicated key drivers for Australian’s to
strategic direction.
be active. Volleyball Australia will seek to
utilise this data and implement strategies
The introduction of the Volleyball to enhance volleyball participation
Australia Participation Plan in 2015 has through the We are Volleyball agenda
provided Volleyball Australia and State catering to all Australian’s and offerering
Associations a strategic direction forward
with focus on Participation.

greater opportunities to participate.
Continuing to develop and strive to foster
the love of Volleyball through participation
can only be done through enhancing the

Key aspects of this plan will continue
to grow with the sport, enabling
opportunities for continued review and
structure.
Volleyball Australia has seen some
significant changes throughout the
2016/17 year with the implementation
of the We are Volleyball Agenda. The
establishment of this first of its kind
product enables the sharing of knowledge
to establish sustainable participation
outcomes across the country.
The co-invested National Investment
strategy highlights and funds participation
activities and strategies through:

•

Enhancing collaboration among key
stakeholders across the Participation
Agenda of our sport

•

Leverage local expertise and
empowers leaders within our sport
for the good of our sport.

•

Collectively fund Sport Participation

•

Enable transferable knowledge and
learnings across all state associations

This work will continue to contribute to
and shape Volleyball Australia’s Inclusive
Participation Plan. The plan has been
aligned with other VA documents,
namely the VA Strategic Plan, the VA
Risk Management Plan and the FTEM
pathways. As the name suggests it is an
inclusive plan, to enable people of all
backgrounds and abilities the opportunity
to play volleyball, but also to include all
Member States and Territories in its
design and to be responsible for delivering
participation outcomes.
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development of state based programs and
continue to support our State Associations
to develop sustainable outcomes with
strategic focus on participation.
The opportunities that sporting schools
brings to the Australian volleyball
community is endless. The significant
increase in the exposure of Volleyball at
the primary school age can only increase
further opportunities for growth and
sustainability though schools, clubs,
associations, and academies.
Spikezone is the preferred delivery
model for all sporting school’s programs.
Volleyball Australia will continue to work
even closer with clubs and associations
to build the capacity for delivery of
sporting schools, with the aim of rolling
out spikezone delivery packages to enable
future growth of junior volleyball.
Spikezone Volleyball Australia’s junior
access entry participation program
continues to grow and grow with data
from the Gemba research. A review and
revamp of all areas of spikezone will see
the introduction of the spikezone website
as well as a spikezone app in the coming
year.
Focus on junior access programs will
continue to be a priority as the opportunity
to engage athletes at a young age can only
benefit our focus of fostering the love of
volleyball through Participation, Pathways
and Performance.
Our education portfolio will continue
to grow and expand with the support
of the volleyball community. Continued
development of standardised practice
across all levels of education will set up
sustainability and growth opportunities. A
very exciting year to come with some key
structural changes within the education
space.
Staffing:
The Participation sector of Volleyball

Australia continues to grow and fluctuate
with the turnover of staff throughout the
2016/17 financial year.

Participation and we wish you good
luck in your role at the Commonwealth
Games.

I am looking forward to the challenge
as Volleyball Australia’s Participation
Director. I hope to bring a passion to the
sport that can both lead and support
the continual development of volleyball
participation. The space of participation
is a collaboration of key personnel and
organisations across the country. Together
we will continue deliver on targeted
outcomes to establish more sustainable
opportunities to enable more people to
play volleyball whilst fostering a lifelong
love for our sport.

In lieu of Phil’s departure, Lauren
Soderberg took on the role of managing
the ASP and PSP programs on behalf
of Volleyball Australia, continuing to
develop relationships with our overseas
neighbours. Lauren’s role was impactful in
the support of delivery of the Volleyball
program run in Myanmar, however was
cut short due to the arrival of her son
Evan. Thank you Lauren for your support
during this transition period, the work you
have done establish key relationships and
supporting Sport for Development has
been key to for volleyball’s development
in Asia and the Pacific.

Phil Muller the past Participation Director
departed Volleyball Australia in December
to take up a key role through secondment
as the Beach Volleyball Manage for the
Commonwealth Games.
The work Phil and the Participation
team completed in the 2016/17 year has
supported and set up our way forward.
From successful applications and
programs through DFAT funded Asian
Sports Partnership (ASP) program and
the Pacific Sports Partnership (PSP)
program, through to the implementation
of the Volleyball Australia Participation
Plan Volleyball Australia have taken steps
towards offering further opportunities for
the growth and development of Volleyball
within our country. Thank you Phil for
your continued support of Volleyball

Chloe Edwards continues her role as the
National Coordinator- Sport Education
Programs. Chloe works tirelessly to deliver
key KPI’s regarding all aspects of education
whilst supporting the Officiating aspect
of all Volleyball Australia events. Chloe’s
work in the 2016-17 year was immense,
specifically the introduction of our online
education courses enabling efficient and
accessible education across the country.
Chloe continues to grow and strive to
provide an ever evolving development
of our education content and programs.
Early February Martin Collins was brought
into the Volleyball Australia family taking
on a combination role of both Centre
of Excellence assistant coach, rising
stars’ camps organiser and Volleyball
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Australia Sporting Schools Coordinator.
Marty comes into the Sporting Schools
Coordinator role to streamline processes
and support our state associations in
their capacity to delivery volleyball
within sporting schools. Marty will
continue to enhance stakeholder
relationships to establish consistent
approach to a standardised delivery of
volleyball across the sporting schools
sector. This along with the work we are
continually undertaking with education
and spikezone will be instrumental in our
process moving forward.
Through establishing key
priorities established
within the Gemba
research, Volleyball
Australia saw a key
opportunity to further
enhance and develop
our reach within the
participation landscape
though the relaunch of our
junior access participation
program Spikezone. Paul
Smith, former National
team player and Olympic
Beach Volleyball coach
was brought on as a
project manager to
review and relaunch
spikezone 2.0. Paul’s
work establishing key
priorities, consistencies
and opportunities across
the country has been
instrumental in the
development of the spikezone website
offering up further information with a
wider reach regarding our junior program.

of delivering on participation outcomes
would not be present without your
tireless effort. Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade for your support with
our established effort to support sport
for development across Asia and the
Pacific. Finally thank you to the staff of the
Australian Sports Commission for your
continued assistance and advice through
our process of growing and developing.
Participation is increasing within the
Australian Volleyball community, our
aim is to support our current programs to

Acknowledgement:

enable sustainability and in turn continue
to further develop programs across the
country, thus giving more opportunities
to everyone wishing to participate in our
sport.

I would like to take this opportunity to
thank our Volleyball Australia Board and
staff, as we continue to work together
towards our goals of ‘participation and
sporting excellence in benefit for all’. To
our Member States and Territories and
their Executive Officers a special thank
you for your discussion and ongoing
commitment for the sport, our process

We need to take every opportunity to
promote and increase opportunities
and sustainability of new and existing
programs. The delivery and sustainability
of the programs mentioned above is
due to the commitment of our coaches,
officials and affiliates who continue
to contribute to our new and existing
participation programs.
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2017 is looking to be a big year.
We are Volleyball Agenda will be in full
swing with all states and territories funded
to develop and sustain participation
programs, which can only increase our
reach and opportunities for establish
where and how volleyball is played.
Our process for education continues to
evolve with some exciting opportunities
that will present its self,
including new structured
Volleyball Australia Referees
Committee (VARC), a VARC
wo r ks h o p to e sta b l i s h
consistency, new education
development structures to
enhance continued learning
for all of our coaches along
with our newly automated
education courses to which will
offer an accessible alternative
to education opportunities and
further establish our reach into
the coaching and officiating
space.
Sporting Schools continues
to grow with more request
for Volleyball programs, the
introduction of Nationally
recognised Private Provider
agreements will enable an
opportunity to standardise
practices across the country to
establish consistent and quality programs
and courses.
Lastly, April 2018 – Gold Coast
Commonwealth Games, with the
inaugural beach volleyball competition,
we have an incredible opportunity to
establish an exciting legacy for volleyball
before during and after the games. Our
opportunity extends through all level and
opportunities of our sport. A very exciting
phase for Volleyball in Australia.
Rebecca Walter
Participation Director

DEAL TO SECURE FUTURE GROWTH
“WE ARE VOLLEYBALL AGENDA”

In 2017, Volleyball Australia unveiled a fouryear $4 million investment in a National Sport
Participation and Pathway agenda.
The key to the program is the involvement of
all States and Territories, working to develop
the “We are Volleyball” agenda, which was
launched in April 2017.
The “We are Volleyball Agenda” is a
collaboration and investment strategy that
will align all the SSOs and Volleyball Australia
to deliver on participation outcomes and the
volleyball Australia’s Inclusive Participation
Plan.
Three previous investment sources were
brought under one roof, creating a powerful
fund that will revolutionise the way parties
work together for the future of volleyball.
As part of the arrangement, there is a direct
local reinvestment of membership revenue
into local participation and pathway activities.
“I could not be more excited to be where we
are today,” Volleyball Australia CEO, Mathieu
Meriaux, said.
“It has taken two years. This agenda will
see unprecedented collaboration within the
sport.”
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SPIKEZONE
PAUL SMITH

One of the major recommendations of the Gemba Research
project in June 2016 was the need for a nationally-directed
entry-level Volleyball program for primary and early secondary
school participants.
Former National team player and Olympic Beach Volleyball
coach, Paul Smith was engaged by VA to review the current
status of the existing program and make recommendations
for Spikezone’s re-launch into a fully national Volleyball
property to serve the introduction of Volleyball to entry-level
participants at primary and early-secondary school level.
The recommendations were presented at the National
Stakeholder’s meeting in Sydney in May 2017. Key
recommendations were to incorporate both a ‘Learn to Play’
and ‘Play’ component to the program, providing a pathway
for kids to learn how to play Spikezone Volleyball and then
be introduced to regular competition opportunities in their
local area. Other recommendations included providing
accessible resources for coaching, venue and competition
management and how to run a Spikezone Centre. Identifying
new opportunities for creation of Spikezone Centres in areas
of Spikezone Schools (aka Sporting Schools) activity was also
a key recommendation.
The major milestone for the first phase of the project was a
re-launch of the Spikezone website (http://www.spikezone.
com.au)
The new website is full of information to guide parents,
coaches, teachers and players into enquiring about Spikezone
activities directly with their state co-ordinators. A key focus
of the site is the ‘Where To Play’ page which shows a national
map highlighting every venue in the last 24 months where
Spikezone activities have been held. It lists over 900 schools as
well as existing Spikezone competition and coaching venues.
It really is an impressive representation of the work being
done in the participation area of our sport and can serve as a
useful tool in guiding strategic direction for the future growth
of Spikezone.
The next phase for the project is to create and collate
documentation and resources to aid the management of
Spikezone Centres, including lesson plans for coaching sessions
and other useful information. A web app has also been created
along with the website and this documentation will be made
available to approved Spikezone providers via those web
properties once ready for release.
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RISING STARS
MARTIN COLLINS

Rising Stars was integral partof the athlete and coach
development again in 2017. Camps were run in Brisbane,
Gold Coast (World League), Perth, Melbourne, Adelaide,
Canberra (World Grand Prix), Hobart, Darwin and Alice
Springs. Overall we had 514 athletes attend the camps –
a mixture of new athletes, identified athletes and existing
players. From 2016 – two players identified exclusively
from Rising Stars Camps ended up accepting positions in
the Indoor Centre of Excellence for 2017. Many other
athletes went on to trial and make state teams after
attending the camp or were identified to be invited to
further national camps.
In addition to the over 500 athletes that attended a
total of 70 coaches participated in the camps. This
does not include the Rising Stars facilitators and head
coaches. Over the camp Coaches participate in 20 hours
of either on court coaching or coach development. The
coach development and athlete education is viewed as
importantly as the on court skill development of the
players and perhaps even more important.
A development for 2017 was to link in Rising Stars camps
with International events. These two camps – Gold Coast
for World League and Canberra for World Grand Prix,
were fantastic experiences for the athletes and coaches
alike. The athletes got too meet the Volleyroos players
and the Volleyroos gave a lot of their time on match day
for questions, photos and autographs. The camp coaches
also got to meet and talk to the Volleyroos coaches. This
experience added a lot of value to these Rising Stars
Camps.
Aims for 2018 is to increase the number and size of our
camps through engaging a wider network of Rising Stars
Facilitator’s. Some SSO’s have already been in conversation
with dates for 2018 and all have been contacted.

SPORTING SCHOOLS
MARTIN COLLINS

Volleyball saw a significant increase
of junior participation through the
introduction of Sporting Schools. “Sporting
Schools brings together schools and
sports to help get Aussie children active in
their local communities. Sporting Schools
is open to all Australian primary schools,
and with quality programs developed by
over 30 national sporting organisations, it
offers a fun and supportive environment
for children and coaches.”

been included
to give our sport
a gauge on the
overall program.
The Term 3 data
is not yet ready
however an
improved use of
the booking tool
is expected as
this was a ASC
directed priority.
Opportunities for Volleyball to improve/
increase its delivery are:
• Increase the workforce particularly
in regional and remote areas. This

•

•

is through several means included
increased engagement of affiliates
and private providers.
Improve our product by updating
resources and professional
development of our workforce.
However, it should be noted that
the coach feedback scores improved
dramatically from Term 1 to Term 2.
Better publicize Volleyball as a viable
sporting schools option through
media releases, positive engagement
with schools through and providing
a pathway for prospective athletes
after their sporting schools program
conclude.

The Sporting School program and
the delivery of Spikezone has been
tremendously well received throughout
Australia. Through the program, State
Volleyball Organisations have been able
to bring a modified, fun, and exciting
program to primary school students from
a variety of backgrounds. Not only has
the program allowed VA to reach more
students, it has also given our coaches an
opportunity to grow and develop as well
- strengthening our community. Some
State Sporting Organisations have also
moved beyond indoor and grass volleyball
with the sporting school programs, and
is beginning to see more students on the
beach. This has been very exciting and a
great starting point in the development
and participation of our indoor and beach
junior programs
VA in partnership with the State Volleyball
Associations are providing the program
support and resources required to deliver
programs across the country
Further data has been collected to help
illustrate the health of the program
and general sporting school’s data has
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EDUCATION
CHLOE EDWARDS
In the past Volleyball Australia has
focused its attention on Coach and
Official Education and not on the
development of our members. What we
as a team have found is there is a lack of
opportunities to gain experience, this is
why, Volleyball Australia is now dedicated
to the development of their coaches and
officials.
Volleyball Australia launched their new
and improved Foundation Courses for
both coaches and officials online 12PM
(EST) Tuesday 13th June 2017. These
courses allow participants from all over
the country to get involved and to start
their development journey in coaching
and/or officiating. It is important that
we educate those who are vital in the
success of our sport but it needs to be
clear that education just sits within the
development pathway and is not the
whole pathway. The course has been a
huge success for education around the
country, by June 30 2017, already 30
people had enrolled through Fortix.

to be a priority. As such, in 2017 Volleyball
Australia will be working more closely
with the Volleyball Australia Referees
Committee and seek to implement a
respective Coaches Committee to develop
and enhance processes to enable a more
effect transition through the pathway.
Coaching and officiating information and
documentation is constantly evolving, the
new online portals will continue to evolve
enabling a more structured environment
for the progression of coaches and
officials to higher levels of accreditation.
Moving forward the new structure will
enable mentoring programs through the
coaching and referees commission to
support development.
The implementation of the foundations
level coaching and officiating online
courses has enabled a wide spread net
all over Victoria with more and more
Coaches and Official able to take their
initial steps through an accessible online
platform.

As a sport we would like to encourage all
our coaches and officials to undertake
our courses, gain accreditations and to
keep them current. We are looking for
those who want to develop and become
the best in their fields. Development is
ongoing, there is always new information
and new experiences.

Volleyball Australia would like to take this
opportunity to thank the people who
continue to support the development of
our coaches and officials. The continued
support of these groups and individuals
enables us all to continue to develop all
aspects of participation and continue to
support the growth of our sport.

Opportunities for coaches and officials
are increasing through seminars,
workshops, events and scholarships. We
would encourage that all coaches and
officials look into these to expand their
own knowledge and experiences.

BEACH OFFICIATING

Our level 2 and 3 coaching and officiating
courses are following in these steps. All
our courses will be delivered using online
and face to face material to make courses
easier to access and in turn shorter so
they can be run more often. This is due
to be fully functioning in all states in 2018.
Volleyball Australia’s process of offering
advancement opportunities to all
Coaches and Officials is and will continue
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The 2016-2017 year brought a lot of
opportunities for our officials especially
on the beach. In the lead up to the 2018
Gold Coast Commonwealth Games over
50 officials have trained at state opens
and Volleyfest held in March. The final
selection will take place after Volleyfest
held in November 2017. Each individual
received feedback allowing them to
develop and an official and possible
receive a position in next year’s games.
INDOOR OFFICIATING
In addition to the beach season we also
had AJVC which is our biggest event in the

year for indoor officiating development
with 50+ officials being present. The event
hosts officials from various locations and
have many referee delegates who watch
each individual and provide feedback so
they are able to improve and develop
their skills. We are looking to ensure these
processes are put into events in the states
so we can improve the quality of training
for our officials.
INTERNATIONAL REFEREE
2016 saw another Australian official
receive his FIVB international referee
accreditation. George Chalhoub is
involved in officiating on many levels he
has been involved in the NSW Referee
Commission for many years, attended
various events and have been referee
delegate and chief referee at many
Volleyball Australia events. We would
like to congratulate George on his new
accreditation and thank him for all his
efforts throughout the years.
VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA REFEREE
COMMITTEE (VARC)
Earlier this year the board had decided
that VARC needed to be restructured.
The old structure consisted of 4 members
whereas the new structure consists of 8
members. The restructure is due to be
completed and implemented in 2018.
COACHING
The 2016-2017 year saw coach education
increase with more courses run through
the state offices and also education being
run alongside the Rising Star Camps. Each
camp allowed for a group of developing
coaches to work with the National coaches
to improve their skills. Volleyball Australia
will also be hosting a Coaching Seminar
to work in with the World Championship
Qualifiers and Women’s Grand Prix in July.

INTERNATIONAL
APPOINTMENTS

INTERNATIONAL REFEREE APPOINTMENTS
Shane Clouston
2nd Asian Men’s U23 Volleyball Championship- Iran
Danielle Francis
2nd Asian Women’s U23 Volleyball Championship- Thailand
Michael Fitzpatrick
Asian Men’s Club Volleyball Championship - Malaysia
Phong Nguyen
19th Asian Senior Women’s Volleyball Championship - Philippines
World League Group 2 Finals- Australia
Julian Coburn
11th Asian Boys U19 Volleyball Championship - Myanmar
Robert Szydlowski
19th Asian Senior Men’s Volleyball Championship- Indonesia
World Championships Qualification Tournament- Australia
World Grand Prix Group 3 Finals- Australia
George Chalhoub
11th Asian Girls U18 Volleyball Championships- China

FIVB Coach Instructor
Mark Lebedew
Alexis Lebedew
Tomas Santamaria
Lauren McLeod
FIVB Referee Instructor
Dean Turner
International Volleyball Referees
George Chalhoub
Shane Clouston
Julian Coburn
Michael Fitzpatrick
Danielle Francis
Carla Hoorweg
Christine Kelly
Aaron Leo
Phong Nguyen
Robert Szydlowski
International Beach Volleyball Referees
Stephen Giugni
Kevin Lentin
Catriona Tweedie
International ParaVolley Referees
Stephen Giugni
International Referee Candidates
Jonathan Lamprecht (BVB)
Tanya Trevilyan (BVB)
Oceania/AVC Referees
Andrew Scotford
Darren Grimsey
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2016
RIO OLYMPICS
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Bawden / Clancy
Final Place - 5th
def Alfaro / C. Charles (CRC)

2:0
(21-15, 21-14)
def Agudo / Pazo (VEN)
2:0
(21-9, 21-14)
def Meppelink – Van Iersel (NED)
2:1
(27-25, 18-21, 16-14)
def Brzostek / Kołosińska (POL)
2:1
(15-21, 21-16, 15-11)
lost to Ross / Walsh Jennings (USA)
0:2
(14-21, 16-21)
Artacho Del Solar / Laird
Final Place 19th
lost to Ross / Walsh Jennings (USA)

0:2
(14-21, 13-21)
lost to Forrer / Vergé-Dépré (SUI)
1:2
(21-19, 16-21, 19-21)
lost to Wang / Yue (CHN)
0:2
(16-21, 10-21)
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HIGH PERFORMANCE REPORT
JOHN BOULTBEE
The 2016-2017 year was an Olympic year
and the focus of all High Performance
sport was clearly the Olympic Games.
As mentioned in last year’s report, our
indoor teams did not qualify to represent
Australia in Rio, following the difficult
qualification paths they were set, and
have had to re-focus their direction since
then, as outlined below.

means of an on-line confidential survey
or in person interviews of the athletes.
The period after the Olympics is the time
to make changes to the programs and
in all three programs there have been
some significant structural, cultural and
personnel changes.

In Beach Volleyball we were represented
by two women’s teams – Louise Bawden
and Taliqua Clancy, and Nikki Laird and
Mariafe Artacho del Solar. They achieved
qualification through two
separate routes – Clancy
and Bawden qualifying
by virtue of being ranked
in the top 15 teams in
the world, and Laird and
Artacho qualifying through
Australia winning the Asian
Continental Cup in Cairns
in June of 2016. Our men’s
teams were not successful
at the Asian Continental
Cup in Cairns and so we
were not represented in
Men’s Beach Volleyball in
Rio.

The Men’s Indoor Program has seen the
appointment of a new Head Coach, being
Australian Mark Lebedew, who has been
coaching internationally for 16 years. Mark

At the Games, both
teams performed up
to expectations, with
Bawden/Clancy working
through to the quarter
finals, and ending up with
a 5th ranking which was
better than their ranking
going into the tournament,
and with Laird/Artacho del
Solar in their debut Olympics finishing
19th.
The period from September to December
2016 was occupied with wholesale
reviews of our three high performance
programs, and then implementing
the changes that were recommended
through those reviews. The reviews
consisted of receiving detailed reports
from all the staff involved in the programs
for the previous cycle, as well as surveys
and input from the players, either by
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Men Volleyroos

has brought some significant changes of
approach to the program, and specifically,
has embarked on a very athlete-centred
approach, designed to ensure that the
players enjoy and are committed to
the national team, after what is always
a heavy season for most of the players
in their professional clubs, and that the
resources, advice and support is there to
assist them to be healthy, well prepared
and where possible, fresh and rested for
the national team. These elements are
essential for the retention of our best

athletes in the environment in which we
compete. An important new initiative
adopted by the Board has been a Player
Payments Scheme, where the players are
for the first time financially recognized
for their significant contribution to the
national team over the several months
they dedicate to the team. Whilst the
funding is not commensurate with that
paid in professional or well funded
Olympic sports, it is aimed to achieve
a level of recognition and
compensation to the players
for their commitment, rather
than take this for granted.
It is matched by stronger
communication with the
players throughout the year
by VA high performance staff,
including, importantly, the
coaching staff and the medical
staff, to ensure that not only
are the players well informed
about and engaged in the
planning of the national team
season, but also are given the
best chance to come into the
program in the best physical
and mental state after their
club season closes.
The Men Volleyroos in 2017
assembled in Europe in May
in preparation for the World
League (Group 2) which
commenced in early June.
The team prepared in Poland
at Mark Lebedew’s club
Jastrȥebski Wegiel in Poland which was
a complete package in terms of training
facilities and support. It was able to
play preparation matches against the
Czech Republic, Iran, Poland and Canada,
before embarking on the World League
rounds which took it to Slovakia, Finland,
China, and finally Australia (Gold Coast
for the finals). The team achieved its
World League objective when it won 6
of its 9 pool matches, qualifying for the
home finals on merit, and achieving a
podium finish (3rd) on the Gold Coast

after beating the Netherlands in the 3rd
v 4th play off.
The team then competed in the Asian
Qualification Tournament for the 2018
World Championships, which was held in
Canberra. By winning 3 of its 4 matches,
Australia, together with Japan, were on
the podium, and qualified for the World
Championships to be held in Italy and
Bulgaria in 2018, again meeting its major
objective for the 2017 campaign.
This was immediately followed by the
Asian Championships in Indonesia. The
team lost a couple of significant players
for this event, and performed well early
in the tournament, winning all its games
in the initial group phase, but did not
carry this through the second half of the
tournament, and was disappointed with
its final placing of 8th.
The 2017 program has been reviewed
with the aim of consolidating on the
progress made this year, and making the
needed improvements for the coming
World Championship year. Again, player
retention has been highlighted as the vital
element for continued success going
forward.
Women Volleyroos
The women’s team was again led
by Head Coach Shannon Winzer for
the World Grand Prix (Group 3), the
Asian Championships and the World
Championships Qualification Tournament
in 2017. This was a solid program for our
women spread out from the beginning
of July to the end of September. As the
players are in some cases still part time,
training was limited to a few weekend
camps in Canberra at the VA Centre of
Excellence at the AIS, and preparation
camps leading into the three international
tournaments. On the same basis as
outlined for the Men Volleyroos, the
Player Payments Scheme applied to
the Women Volleyroos as well, and this

made it a significantly better financial
proposition for our athletes. As well as
the recognition the payments provide
for the time and efforts of the players for
the national team, in the women’s case,
due to the absence of any government
funding for this squad, they have to
contribute to the cost of representing
their country. The payments from VA
significantly reduced this burden.
The team travelled to Mexico and Trinidad
and Tobago for the rounds of the World
Grand Prix in July, and played tight hardfought matches in each round. The
team scored its first Grand Prix win
against Trinidad and Tobago in the
Mexico round, then at the finals which
were held in Canberra, finished on the
podium, having competed in the final
against Hungary. Unfortunately, the
finals series was hampered by the nonappearance at the last moment by the
Venezuela team, which deprived our
team of the opportunity of a semi-final
against a team which would have been a
good match for the Volleyroos.
A tough group at the Asian Championships
in the Philippines, which saw Australia
drawn with Olympic Champions China as
well as Japan, contributed to a result of
10th in the Asian Championships, which
was below the targeted result of top 8.
At the World Championships Qualification
Tournament in Kazakhstan in September,
the team finished 4th, which met their
target, but this did not amount to
qualification for next year’s championship.
Several other positives have been
identified in the women’s program in
2017, notably, the number of players
who are now playing volleyball in full time
programs, whether that be in professional
clubs overseas, at the Centre of Excellence
in Canberra or at US Colleges. Of the 21
players who played for the Volleyroos this
year, only 5 were in part time programs.
Already for the coming year, the number
involved in full time professional clubs has
grown from 5 in the last season to 8 in
the coming season. Shannon Winzer and

her coaching staff have worked hard to
move the program to this much more high
performance oriented situation.
Both the men’s and women’s teams face
new competitions next year. The Men
Volleyroos will play in the new “Volleyball
Nations League”, consisting of the top 16
national teams playing in a 5 round league
where they will play each of the other 15
nations over a period of 5 weeks, and
the Women Volleyroos will play in a new
“Challenger League” which is a league
underpinning the Volleyball Nations
League, and will contain 20 nations, and
consist of 2 rounds plus a final series.
Beach Volleyroos
The 2016 review of the Beach Volleyroos
was wide ranging with some very
significant structural and cultural
changes commencing in 2017. Foremost
amongst these was the appointment
of an overall Beach Volleyball Technical
Director/Head Coach, Victor Anfiloff, who
is charged with creating a more unified
program of both the men and women
Beach Volleyroos, acting as a team of
teams, rather than individual teams
being sole operators. Concomitant
with this has been the appointment of
4 national coaches operating as a “pool
of coaches” and having responsibility
across all aspects of the beach volleyball
national program – men, women, senior
and Centre of Excellence (development)
athletes – alongside each having specific
responsibility for a group of athletes
(men/women/senior/development).
All coaches and athletes have been
involved in the development of this
change of culture and in deciding the
values and behaviours appropriate to the
new approach.
The teams have competed throughout the
year in Asian Tour, Asian Championships,
World Tour and World Championships,
as well as Australian events in this new
team format. The results are set out
below. In particular, from May to July, 7
female and 4 male Beach Volleyroos set
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up a base in The Hague (NED) from which they were able to travel easily
and inexpensively to tournaments around Europe and North America,
maximizing the amount of competition they were able to get over this
period at all important Asian and World Tour events, as well as some
National Tour events in European countries.
New combinations have been tried in both men’s and women’s teams, with
a lot of mixing and matching of players, both with the aim of developing
combinations for the coming Olympic cycle (and Commonwealth Games)
but also to enable players and coaches to broaden their experience in a
competitive situation. The results are likely to be apparent in the coming
12 months, but there have been very encouraging successes for both men’s
and women’s teams in the first year of this new approach. Those results
are outlined below, but as a “stop press” to the details published below,
in October, one of the newer combinations of Taliqua Clancy and Mariafe
Artacho del Solar have achieved 3 tournament wins (Asian and World Tour)
over three weeks, leading into our own World Tour 2 Star event at Volleyfest
on Manly Beach in November.
The 2017 beach volleyball national program will be fully reviewed again in
November, to make further improvements to the strategy and execution of
what has been introduced since Rio, with a particular emphasis on our teams
for the Commonwealth Games to be held on the Gold Coast in April 2018.
Centres of Excellence and Pathways
2017 has seen really important changes in the pathway into the national
teams, both indoor and beach.
Not only is it the first year in which all three of our Centres of Excellence
have been in operation (Men Indoor, Women Indoor and Beach) but also the
whole Pathways area of our sport has been enhanced by the appointment
of a Pathways Director, Nam Pham, to give this vital area the attention it
needs. The Volleyroos and the High Performance Program work hand in
hand with the Centres of Excellence and the Pathways Program, as the need
for much more coordinated development of the next groups of Volleyroos
is now better catered for.
Thanks
Thanks are due to all the Volleyroos for their commitment, enthusiasm and
the way they approach their national team obligations and aspirations. The
same applies to the coaching, medical, technical and administrative staff
supporting the teams – especially the many of them who do these tasks as
volunteers. Additionally, my thanks are directed to the two Performance
Managers for the Volleyroos and Centres of Excellence – Giorgio Poetto
(Indoor) and Steve Benson (Beach) for the support they provide to the
coaches and the players.
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CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
WOMEN’S LAUNCH
In 2017, Volleyball Australia
announced the first year’s intake
at the new women’s Centre of
Excellence at the AIS in Canberra,
as part of a long-term plan to lift
the standard of women’s volleyball
in Australia.
Shannon Winzer, Senior Women’s
Volleyroos Head Coach took up
the position of Head Coach and
was assisted by Sue Jenkins, Marty
Collins, Myles Roantree and Robyn
Jensen to deliver the best possible
development for these talented
players.
The 12 players named to start the
Centre of Excellence program will
be looking to join the five leading
Volleyroos already playing in top
international leagues.
Several of the 12 players named
are member’s of the Volleyroos
U23 squad, and Perth’s Jennifer
Sadler and Melbourne’s JaimeeLee Morrow were part of last
year’s women’s World Grand Prix
campaign.
All twelve athletes have moved
move to Canberra to train full
time. Many will continue university
courses in the ACT, and some will
pursue full-time work.
The Centre of Excellence did not
enter a team into the Capital
Volleyball league, but instead
allocated players to each of the
existing clubs in the league, giving
the players an extra seventeen
good quality matches.
In July, three players graduated
from the program and moved to
the next step in their Volleyball
pathway. All three gained their first
professional contracts in Europe.

From September the Centre of
Excellence Team will also be
playing in the Australian Volleyball
League’s eastern conference.
The Centre of Excellence is seen
as a major boost for women’s
volleyball in Australia. While
the men’s Volleyroos team and
the Australian beach volleyball
program have received Australian
Sports Commission funding, there
has been no money for women’s
volleyball since the London
Olympics.
But through the generous support
of sponsors like Gina Rinehart
and Hancock Prospecting, and
helloworld, Australia has been
able to compete in the prestigious
World Grand Prix.

The Women’s Volleyball Centre of
Excellence Class of 2017 are;
Aggie Kudziela (20), QLD
Jamie-Lee Morrow (24), VIC
Jennifer Sadler (23), WA
Kathryn Chen (26), VIC
Courtney Durston (18), QLD
Kiara Olsson (18), QLD
Elissa Blowes (24), NSW
Mikaela Stevens (18), NSW
Lily Borger (21), NSW
Wendy Edwards (28), NSW
Anisa Mackenzie (24), SA
Jenny Tait (21), QLD
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HELLOWORLD TRAVEL
MENS VOLLEYROOS
2017 WORLD LEAGUE GROUP 2 Pool stage
Slovakia (Poprad), Finland (Helsinki), China (Kunshan)
2nd to 18th June 2017
3rd Position out of twelve teams
Athletes:
Beau Graham (QLD), Arshdeep Dosanjh (NSW), Nathan
Roberts (SA), Paul Sanderson (VIC), Travis Passier
(QLD), Harrison Peacock (SA), Trent O’Dea (VIC), Jordan
Richards (VIC) Luke Perry (WA), Samuel Walker (WA),
Simon Hone (ACT), Luke Smith (WA), Paul Carroll
(NSW), Lincoln Williams (QLD), Carsten Moeller (QLD)
Staff:
Mark Lebedew (SA) Head Coach
Luke Reynolds (VIC) Assistant Coach
Liam Sketcher (VIC) Second Assistant Coach
Lauren Bertolacci (VIC) Second Assistant Coach
Giorgio Poetto (ITA) Team Manager
Bogdan Szczebak (POL) Performance Analysis
Darren Austin (VIC) Physiotherapist
Pawel Baryla (POL) Physiotherapist
Ian Scarborough (SA) Physiotherapist
John Boultbee (NSW) Head of Delegation

2017 WORLD LEAGUE GROUP 2 – Final 4
Australia (Gold Coast)
24th-25th June 2017
Bronze Medal
Athletes:
Beau Graham (QLD), Arshdeep Dosanjh (NSW),
Nathan Roberts (SA), Paul Sanderson (VIC), Travis
Passier (QLD), Harrison Peacock (SA), Trent O’Dea
(VIC), Jordan Richards (VIC) Luke Perry (WA), Samuel
Walker (WA), Luke Smith (WA), Paul Carroll (NSW),
Lincoln Williams (QLD), Carsten Moeller (QLD)
Staff:
Mark Lebedew (SA) Head Coach
Luke Reynolds (VIC) Assistant Coach
Craig Marshall (QLD) Second Assistant Coach
Giorgio Poetto (ITA) Team Manager
Huy Nguyen (SA) Performance Analysis
Ian Scarborough (SA) Physiotherapist
Cameron Blewett (VIC) – Massage Therapist
James Ilic (SA) – Team Doctor
John Boultbee (NSW) Head of Delegation
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2018 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP QUALIFICATION
TOURNAMENT – Pool B
Australia (Canberra)
12th to 16th July 2017
2nd Position – Qualified for WC2018 Italy and Bulgaria
Athletes:
Beau Graham (QLD), Arshdeep Dosanjh (NSW), Nathan
Roberts (SA), Paul Sanderson (VIC), Travis Passier
(QLD), Harrison Peacock (SA), Trent O’Dea (VIC),
Jordan Richards (VIC) Luke Perry (WA), Nehemiah
Mote (NSW), Samuel Walker (WA), Luke Smith (WA),
Lincoln Williams (QLD), Thomas Hodges (VIC)
Staff:
Mark Lebedew (SA) Head Coach
Luke Reynolds (VIC) Assistant Coach
Craig Marshall (QLD) Second Assistant Coach
Giorgio Poetto (ITA) Team Manager
Huy Nguyen (SA) Performance Analysis
Cameron Boland (ACT) Physiotherapist
John Boultbee (NSW) Head of Delegation

19th ASIAN MEN’S SENIOR
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
Indonesia (Surabaya)
24th July to 1st August 2017
8th Position
Athletes:
Beau Graham (QLD), Arshdeep Dosanjh (NSW),
Nathan Roberts (SA), Travis Passier (QLD), Gerrard
Lipscombe (VIC), Harrison Peacock (SA), Trent O’Dea
(VIC), Jordan Richards (VIC), Nehemiah Mote (NSW),
Samuel Walker (WA), Luke Smith (WA), Malachi Murch
(SA), Lincoln Williams (QLD), Thomas Hodges (VIC)
Staff:
Mark Lebedew (SA) Head Coach
Luke Reynolds (VIC) Assistant Coach
Liam Sketcher (QLD) Second Assistant Coach
Giorgio Poetto (ITA) Team Manager
Huy Nguyen (SA) Performance Analysis
Julia Allan (VIC) Physiotherapist
John Boultbee (NSW) Head of Delegation
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HELLOWORLD TRAVEL
WOMENS VOLLEYROOS

WORLD GRAND PRIX – GROUP 3
Mexico (Aguascalientes),
Trinidad and Tobago (Port of Spain)
7th to 16th July 2017
6th position out of 8 teams.
Athletes:
Jennifer Tait (QLD), Sophie Paine (VIC). Sophie Godfrey
(WA), Beth Carey (SA), Eliza Hynes (VIC), Alice De
Innocentiis (NSW), Hannah Martin (VIC), Jamie-Lee
Morrow (VIC), Rebecca Reeve (SA), Jennifer Sadler
(WA), Kelly Lean (VIC), Rachel Rourke (QLD)
Staff:
Shannon Winzer (VIC) Head Coach
Lauren Bertolacci (VIC) Assistant Coach
Bill McHoul (VIC) Team Manager
Henry Tram (VIC) Physiotherapist
Jesse Tupac (USA) Performance Analysis
John Boultbee (NSW) Head of Delegation

WORLD GRAND PRIX GROUP 3 - Final 4
Australia (Canberra)
22nd - 23rd July 2017
Silver Medal.
Athletes:
Jennifer Tait (QLD), Sophie Paine (VIC), Sophie
Godfrey (WA), Beth Carey (SA), Eliza Hynes (VIC),
Alice De Innocentiis (NSW), Hannah Martin (VIC),
Jamie-Lee Morrow (VIC), Rebecca Reeve (SA), Jennifer
Sadler (WA), Kelly Lean (VIC), Rachel Rourke (QLD),
Kathryn Chen (VIC), Katarina Osadchuk (QLD)
Staff:
Shannon Winzer (VIC) Head Coach
Lauren Bertolacci (VIC) Assistant Coach
Sue Jenkins (ACT) – Second Assistant Coach
Martin Collins (QLD) - Second Assistant Coach
Bill McHoul (VIC) Team Manager
Henry Tram (VIC) Physiotherapist
Gaku Mikami (JPN) Performance Analysis
John Boultbee (NSW) Head of Delegation
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19th ASIAN WOMEN’S SENIOR
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
Philippines (Manila)
9th to 17th August 2017
10th Position
Athletes:
Jennifer Tait (QLD), Sophie Paine (VIC), Sophie
Godfrey (WA), Beth Carey (SA), Hannah Martin
(VIC), Jamie-Lee Morrow (VIC), Rebecca Reeve (SA),
Jennifer Sadler (WA), Kelly Lean (VIC), Kathryn Chen
(VIC), Katrina Janssen (VIC), Elissa Blowes (NSW)
Staff:
Shannon Winzer (VIC) Head Coach
Lauren Bertolacci (VIC) Assistant Coach
Bill McHoul (VIC) Team Manager
Keith De Souza (VIC) Physiotherapist
Samantha Pomroy (ACT) Team Doctor
Gaku Mikami (JPN) Performance Analysis

2018 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT - Pool A
Kazakhstan (Almaty)
20th to 24th September 2017
4th Position
Athletes:
Sophie Paine (VIC), Sophie Godfrey (WA), Beth Carey
(SA), Alice De Innocentiis (NSW), Hannah Martin
(VIC), Jamie-Lee Morrow (VIC), Rebecca Reeve (SA),
Jennifer Sadler (WA), Louise Bates (VIC), Elissa Blowes
(NSW), Katarina Osadchuk (QLD), Eliza Smith (VIC)
Staff:
Shannon Winzer (VIC) Head Coach
Lauren Bertolacci (VIC) Assistant Coach
Bill McHoul (VIC) Team Manager
Henry Tram (VIC) Physiotherapist
Gaku Mikami (JPN) Performance Analysis
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HELLOWORLD TRAVEL
BEACH VOLLEYROOS
The international season continued with two Women’s Beach
Volleyball teams furthering their preparation for the Rio Olympic
Games with events in Europe before heading to Brazil.
Although they were unable to win a match at the Olympics, the
team of ARTACHO DEL SOLAR/LAIRD did compete valiantly, with
their closest match an epic three set encounter they narrowly
lost 19-21 in the third set. The team finished in 19th place.
BAWDEN/CLANCY topped their pool with three strong wins. They
continued their run of form to progress to the Quarter-Finals with
a 2:1 (15-21, 21-16, 15-11) win over their Polish counterparts.
Ultimately the team fell short to finish in 5th place, losing to the
the eventual bronze medallists from the USA.
The Program wishes to thank all staff and supporters for their
dedication, commitment and pursuit of excellence as the Rio
cycle ends, and in doing so bids farewell to a number of key
staff who have contributed so much to the Program and the
Sport over an extended period of time. Chief amongst these are
outgoing Head Coaches Craig Marshall and Steve Tutton, as well
as Lauren Soderberg. All three coaches have made a significant
contribution to the Sport in this country, with the impact of their
involvement likely to be felt for years to come.
Following the Rio cycle, a restructure of the National Program
occurred with Victor Anfiloff leading the Program as Technical
Director and Head Coach into 2017. Supported by Senior Men’s
and Women’s Coaches, Andrew Schacht and Simon Naismith
respectively, the National Program is set
“to inspire Australians to play Volleyball through achieving
ongoing podium performances at peak events such as the Olympic
Games, Commonwealth Games and World Championships.”
Engaging a larger cohort of senior and development athletes
at the National Training Centre in Adelaide has been one of the
first steps taken towards realising this Mission for the Program,
with a number of athletes relocating to Adelaide. In addition,
the recruitment of Mick Nelson and Thomas Kroeger to lead
the Beach Volleyball Centre of Excellence Program for Men and
Women respectively has had a notable impact on the quality of
the daily training environment.
Engagement of athletes as part of the Centre of Excellence has
continued to strengthen over the last 12 months, and while the
development athletes focus on age-group representative events,
the opportunities in the training and off-court environments to
learn and engage with Australia’s best Senior athletes cannot
be underestimated.
In early 2017 Australia hosted two World Tour events as part
of a reformatted World Tour, with a 1-star dual gender event
in Shepparton and a 2-star women’s event held in Manly. The
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hosting of these events has seen a larger number of Australian
athletes compete internationally, with many competing at their
first Senior international event and whetting their appetite for
international competition – inspiring them to train harder and
smarter for future opportunities.
Australia’s major task for the early part of 2017 was the qualification
of teams to the 2017 World Championships. The Asian Beach
Volleyball Tour offered Australia the opportunity to qualify one of
four berths at the World Championships through sustained high
level performances in the Asian region, a challenge that was gladly
accepted. 6 male athletes and 7 female athletes contributed to
the successful qualification of an Australian berth to the World
Championships, following their performances at Asian Tour events.
As recognised in previous years where a significant number of
events are held throughout Europe, a European training base was
established by the Beach Volleyroo’s to provide better servicing
and access to competition for Australian teams. This base allowed
additional Australian teams to spend significant periods of the
World Tour season accessing quality training environments in
between competitive events, contributing to the successful
performances of all Australian teams.
The team of BAWDEN/CLANCY was able to secure a second
Australian berth to the World Championships following their placing
in the Top 23 World Ranked teams, based on performances over
the preceding 12 months. The team were joined by the Women’s
pairing of LAIRD/NGAUAMO and Men’s pairing of MCHUGH/
SCHUMANN in contesting the 2017 World Championship, with
competition running from July 28th-August 6th.
The Beach Volleyball Program is thankful for the generous and
considerable support of the AIS, SASI, Hancock Prospecting and the
Gina Hope Foundation as well as all other sponsors and supporters
as they continue to assist us to strive for our best and ensure our
Mission becomes a reality.
VA would like to thank the following staff, consultants and advisors
engaged by the VA Beach Volleyball Program (National Training
Centre) during the 2016/17 period:
Wes Battams – SASI Director
Darren Everett – Sport Psychologist (until August 2016)
Ben Haines – Strength and Conditioning Coach (until April 2017)
Dr. James Ilic – Doctor
Chau Le – iPerana Developer
Tom Patrick – SASI High Performance Manager
Alek Saunders – Strength and Conditioning Coach
Ian Scarborough - Physiotherapist
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PROGRAM STAFF
Victor Anfiloff – BV Technical Director and Head Coach (from
December 2016)
Steve Benson – BV High Performance Administrator
John Boultbee – High Performance Director
Thomas Kroeger – Women’s CoE Coach (from April 2017)
Craig Marshall – Men’s Senior Beach Volleyball Coach (until
December 2016)
Simon Naismith – Women’s Performance Analysis Coach (until
November 2016) / Women’s Senior Coach (from December 2016)
Mick Nelson – Men’s CoE Coach (from January 2017)
Andrew Schacht – Men’s BV Pathways Coach (until November
2016) / Men’s Senior Coach (from December 2016)
Joshua Slack – Men’s Performance Analysis Coach
Lauren Soderberg – Women’s BV Pathways Coach (until
December 2016)
Steve Tutton – Women’s Senior Beach Volleyball Coach (until
December 2016)
2016/17 VA ATHLETE SCHOLARSHIP HOLDERS
Mariafe Artacho Del Solar (NSW)
Louise Bawden (VIC)
Phoebe Bell (QLD)
Taliqua Clancy (QLD)
Joshua Court (WA)
Cole Durant (WA)
Max Guehrer (SA)
Isaac Kapa (QLD)
Nicole Laird (NSW)
Christopher McHugh (SA)
Jessyka Ngauamo (QLD)
Becchara Palmer (SA)
Zachery Schubert (SA)
Damien Schumann (VIC)
2016/17 BEACH VOLLEYROO SQUAD MEMBERS
MEN
Joshua Court (WA)
Cole Durant (WA)
Casey Grice (WA)
Maximilian Guehrer (SA)
Isaac Kapa (QLD)
Christopher McHugh (SA)
Zachery Schubert (SA)
Damien Schumann (VIC)
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WOMEN
Mariafe Artacho Del Solar (NSW)
Sarah Battaglene (NSW)
Louise Bawden (VIC)
Katie Bartoli (NSW)
Phoebe Bell (QLD)
Taliqua Clancy (QLD)
Christie Jenkins (VIC)
Nicole Laird (NSW)
Jordan Mowen (QLD)
Justine Mowen (QLD)
Jessyka Ngauamo (QLD)
Becchara Palmer (SA)

2016/17 HIGHLIGHTS
MEN
Chris McHugh / Damien Schumann
2017
1st – FIVB 1-star World Tour event, Shepparton – AUS
3rd – AVC Asian Tour Master event, Satun – THA
3rd – AVC Asian Championship, Songkhla – THA
2nd – AVC Asian Tour Master event, Doha – QAT
9th – FIVB 3-star World Tour event, Moscow – RUS
Cole Durant / Zachery Schubert
2017
5th – FIVB 3-star World Tour event, Kish Island – IRI
2nd – FIVB 1-star World Tour event, Shepparton – AUS
5th – AVC Asian Tour Master event, Satun – THA
WOMEN
Mariafe Artacho Del Solar / Nicole Laird
2016
19th – Rio Olympic Games, Rio de Janeiro – BRA
Louise Bawden / Taliqua Clancy
2016
9th – FIVB World Tour Grand Slam, Gstaad – SUI
9th – FIVB World Tour Grand Slam, Klagenfurt – AUT
5th – Rio Olympic Games, Rio de Janeiro – BRA
5th – FIVB World Tour Finals, Toronto – CAN
2017
2nd – AVC Asian Tour Master event, Satun – THA
1st – AVC Asian Championship, Songkhla – THA
9th – FIVB 4-star World Tour event, Rio de Janeiro – BRA
5th – FIVB 3-star World Tour event, Moscow – RUS
5th – FIVB 3-star World Tour event, The Hague – NED
9th – FIVB 5-star Major Series event, Porec – CRO
Louise Bawden / Nicole Laird
2017
3rd – FIVB 2-star World Tour event, Manly – AUS
Phoebe Bell / Nicole Laird
2017
3rd – AVC Asian Championship, Songkhla – THA
Mariafe Artacho Del Solar / Jessyka Ngauamo
2017
2nd – FIVB 2-star World Tour event, Manly – AUS
5th – AVC Asian Tour Open, Can Tho – VIE
4th – AVC Asian Tour Open, Ha Long – VIE
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PATHWAYS REPORT
NAM PHAM

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA ANNOUNCES
NEW PATHWAYS DIRECTOR
Volleyball Australia has appointed Nam Pham, with
more than 20 years’ experience with the sport, to the
newly created position of National Pathways Director.
Pham has extensive experience as a coach, a manager
and an administrator within volleyball, and most
recently has been General Manager of State Volleyball
NSW, and head coach of the Australian Junior Women’s
Volleyball Development Program.
He also holds the positions of mentor coach for State
Volleyball NSW, and the head coach of the UTSSU men’s
AVL team and the UTS women’s honours team.
The Pathways Director will work to maximise
opportunities for athletes, coaches and officials
throughout the Volleyball Australia system.
Pham will work with the Director of Sport Participation
and the High Performance Director, with a strong focus
on Volleyball Australia’s Centres of Excellence and the
Australian beach volleyball network.
Volleyball Australia CEO, Mathieu Meriaux, said the
appointment of Nam Pham was an important piece in
the sport’s big picture jigsaw.
“Volleyball Australia identified a need for a pathways
director to help drive the sport into the future, and
to make sure every possible opportunity is given to
everyone involved in the sport to maximise their
opportunities,” Mr Meriaux said.
“It is an exciting time for both beach and indoor
volleyball in Australia, so it’s important we have the
best possible team in place to steer us into the future.
Nam Pham is a perfect fit.”
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The Volleyball Australia Junior Development Program
had a packed 2016-2017 season. There were 6 junior
age indoor championships and 2 beach junior age
championships, supported by numerous international
development tours to compliment the growth of the
program.
With Youth, Junior and U23 Asian Championships for
both men and women all within a 12 month period,
the junior indoor program was always busy preparing
camps and events. In addition to these major competitions, the women’s program sent teams the USA
High Performance Champs, The Cornacchia World
Cup in Italy as well the Thailand Junior National
Championships. The men’s program also attended
to the Thailand Junior National Championships and
toured to Japan for a training Camp. The program
also hosted the Japanese junior team for a training
camp at the AIS.
With a number of major beach events scheduled
for the 2016-2017 calendar year, including the
Commonwealth Youth Games (a targeted event for
athletes born between January 1999 and December
2001), and the U21 Asian and World Championship
events, an increased number of beach training and
selection camps were held during the September
to April period to ensure the best performances of
Australian athletes. A highlight of the season was
team Paul Burnett and Marcus Ferguson winning the
U21 Asian Champs this year after narrowly losing the
finals of the u19 last year.
Another key event of the 2017 calendar is the
Commonwealth Youth Games, which will be held in
The Bahamas from July 19-23. With particular focus
on this prestigious event, the selection process was
completed over a period of several months and
included three targeted National Program camps.
Australia will be represented at this event by Mark
NICOLAIDIS (QLD) / James TAKKEN (QLD) and Rebecca
INGRAM (VIC) / Carrie VAN RENSBURG (VIC). They
shall be coached by Kerri POTTHARST and Mandy
COMBES.

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
U23 TEAMS
The Junior Indoor Volleyball Development Program would like to
thank all coaches and staff that have volunteered and engaged
with the Program over the last year to help shape the future of
Australian Volleyball.
2nd ASIAN MEN’S U23 CHAMPIONSHIP
Iran (Arbadil)
1st to 9th May 2017
11th position.
Athletes:
Panagiotis Fountotos (NSW), Steven MacDonald (QLD),
Arshdeep Dosanjh (NSW), Elliott Viles (SA), Hamish
Hazelden (WA), James Weir (ACT), Matthew Aubrey
(QLD), Regan Fathers (SA), Malachi Murch (SA), Tim Taylor
(NSW), Kieran Ackhurst (ACT), Luke Brisbane (VIC)
Staff:
Benjamin Hardy (ACT) Head Coach
Liam Sketcher (VIC) Assistant Coach
Nam Pham (NSW) Team Manager
Cameron Blewett (VIC) – Massage Therapist

2nd ASIAN WOMEN’S U23 CHAMPIONSHIP
Thailand (Nakhon Ratchasima)
13th to 21st May 2017
10th position.
Athletes:
Jennifer Tait (QLD), Kylee White (QLD), Georgia
Clayden (ACT), Tessa Barbour (ACT), Courtney
Durston (QLD), Buddhima Fernando (NSW),
Brooke Freckleton (NSW), Emma Burton (QLD),
Rachel Reeve (SA), Danusia Sipa Borgeaud (ACT),
Agnieszka Kudziela (QLD), Katrina Janssen (VIC)
Staff:
Shannon Winzer (VIC) Head Coach
Yaegan Doran (NSW) Assistant Coach
Bill McHoul (VIC) Team Manager
Casey Abblitt (ACT) – Physiotherapist
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
JUNIOR TEAMS

18th ASIAN MEN’S U20 MEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP
Chinese Taipei (Kaohsiung City)
9th to 17th July 2016
9th position.
Athletes:
Alexander Dunning (QLD), David Morgan (QLD), Nicholas
Butler (WA), Matthew Aubrey (QLD), Conal McAinsh (SA),
Jackson Holland (SA), Elliott Viles (SA), Lewis Kehl (QLD),
Mitchell Lewingston (WA), Max Senica (QLD), Thomas
Wheeler (QLD), Josh Gray (VIC).
Staff:
Grant Robertson (QLD) Head Coach
Dan Ilott (ACT) Assistant Coach and Manager
Liam Sketcher (VIC) Assistant Coach
Andre Borgeaud (ACT) Performance Analysis
Charlotte Garton (QLD) Physiotherapist

18th ASIAN WOMEN’S U19 CHAMPIONSHIP
Thailand (Nakhon Ratchasima)
23rd to 31st July 2016
11th position.
Athletes:
Mikayla Adam (VIC), Kateia Barenaba (NSW), Jamie
Clayden (ACT), Courtney Durston (QLD), Brooke
Freckleton (VIC), Katie Gardner (SA), Tara Maland (SA),
Holly Mallet (ACT), Carrie Van Rensburg (VIC), Mikaela
Stevens (NSW), Yasmin Tan (VIC), Kylee White (QLD).
Staff:
Nam Pham (NSW) Head Coach
Hugh Nguyen (ACT) Assistant Coach and Performance
Analysist
Anna Phillips (NSW) Assistant Coach and Physiotherapist
Rachel Georgieff (QLD) Assistant Coach and Manager
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
YOUTH TEAMS

11th ASIAN MEN’S U19 BOYS’ CHAMPIONSHIP
Myanmar (Nay Pyi Daw)
28th March to 5th April 2017
7th position.
Athletes:
Bradley Sting (QLD), Harrison McBean (VIC), Oliver Clayton
(VIC), James Takken (QLD), Tyler Nix (QLD), Alexander
Lyndon (NSW), Ryan Dagg (SA), Panagiotis Fountotos
(NSW), Thomas Heptinstall (WA), Jayden Fathers (SA),
Braydon Hill (QLD), Lucas Mark-Seymour (SA).
Staff:
Andrew McCaskill (QLD) Head Coach
Martin Collins (QLD) Assistant Coach
Brendan Garlick (QLD) Assistant Coach
Giorgio Poetto (ITA) Team Manager
and Performance Analysis
Sara Guevara (ACT) - Physiotherapist

11th ASIAN GIRLS’ U18 CHAMPIONSHIP
China (Chongqing)
5th to 13th March
7th position.
Athletes:
Lara Adam (VIC), Aimee Coleman (QLD), Anneliese
Schoof (SA), Arden Iles (VIC), Caitlin Tipping (VIC),
Alexandra Molloy (NSW), Sarah Strong (QLD), Tiian
Smith (QLD), Julia Dunning (QLD), Denzi Petry (QLD),
Hannah Karrasch (QLD), Brigitte Vanderham (NSW)
Staff:
Boris Georgieff (QLD) Head Coach
Christopher Todd (QLD) Assistant Coach
Susan Waterfall (VIC) Assistant Coach
Bill McHoul (VIC) Team Manager
Carmaine Ng (VIC) - Physiotherapist
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VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA
JUNIOR BEACH
U19 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Cyrus (Larnaka), 27th – 31st July 2016
Boys:
Paul BURNETT (WA) / Marcus FERGUSON (QLD) – 17th position
Adam KITTO (SA) / Bryce POLAND (QLD) – 17th position
Girls:
Grace CONVEY (QLD) / Sabine MILLS (QLD) – 17th position
Rebecca INGRAM (VIC) / Casey MUIRHEAD (SA) – 37th position
Staff:
Andrew SCHACHT – Men’s Coach
Mandy COMBES – Women’s Coach

The Girls pairing of Rebecca INGRAM/Casey MUIRHEAD were
unfortunate to draw a very strong team from the USA in their
Round 2 Qualification match, but gave their best as they represented Australia at the World Championships for the first time.
The team learned a lot of themselves and how they want to
compete into the future as they were outclassed by the eventual Bronze medalists from the USA.
It was a similar story for the Boys pairing of Adam KITTO/Bryce
POLAND, they performed well to win their Round 2 Qualification
match in straight sets before they were defeated by the eventual Bronze medalists from Latvia and denied a Qualification
spot through to the Main Draw. Fortunately for them, a further
Main Draw place was made available and the Australian team
was awarded this place.
The Girls Main Draw pairing of Grace CONVEY/Sabine MILLS
performed well in the pool phase of the tournament, picking
up hard fought wins over teams from Kazakhstan and Canada
to progress to the elimination rounds. The team was defeated
in the Round of 24 by New Zealand, learning a lot of themselves
throughout the event.
In the Boy’s event, Asian U19 Silver Medalists Paul BURNETT/
Marcus FERGUSON started strongly with wins over Namibia and
the USA before losing a close contest to the number 3 seeds
from the Ukraine to finish second in their pool. The team progressed to the elimination rounds but lost a close 3 set match
in the Round of 24 to finish in 17th place.
KITTO and POLAND took advantage of their promotion to the
Main Draw, knocking off the host nation Cyprus as well as
accounting for the team from Kazakhstan to progress to the
Round of 24. Whilst their elimination match was over in straight
sets, the team fought hard to also finish in 17th place.
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U21 ASIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
Thailand (Roi Et), 2nd- 4th March 2017
Men:
Paul BURNETT (WA) / Marcus FERGUSON
(QLD) – 1st position
Justin SCHUMANN (VIC) / Mitch WAKEFIELD
(SA) – 5th position
Women:
Caitlin BETTENAY (QLD) / Rebecca INGRAM
(VIC) – 8th position
Sabine MILLS (QLD) / Carrie VAN RENSBURG
(VIC) – 13th position
Staff:
Mick NELSON – Men’s Coach
Tom KROEGER – Women’s Coach
Both Men’s teams (Paul BURNETT/Marcus
FERGUSON and Justin SCHUMANN/Mitch
WAKEFIELD) performed well early to top
their respective pools and progress to the
Round of 16. While BURNETT/FERGUSON
easily accounted for their counterparts from
Hong Kong to progress to the Quarter-Finals,
SCHUMANN/WAKEFIELD had a tougher time
of it, but fought valiantly and ultimately overcame their Oman rivals 15-13 in the third set
to progress.
BURNETT/FERGUSON continued their tournament charge, brushing aside their Indonesian
opponents (21-11, 21-11) in their QuarterFinal to ensure Australia received a Main Draw
place at the U21 World Championships, as
well as giving them the opportunity to podium
at the Asian event.
Despite losing a close two-set Quarter-Final
match to Iran (17-21, 20-22), SCHUMANN/
WAKEFIELD bounced back to defeat Kazakhstan
and then Indonesia in positional playoffs to
finish 5th and secure a Qualification place for
Australia at the U21 World Championships.
In tough conditions, BURNETT/FERGUSON
were able to win points at crucial times over
tournament hosts Thailand in their SemiFinal, coming away with a 2:1 (21-13, 19-21,
16-14) win and ensuring a podium position
for Australia at the event.

Despite some errors early in the Gold Medal
match, the team was able to recover well
through strong defensive plays, with BURNETT
playing his best match of the tournament.
They carried this momentum through to the
second set to close out Australia’s maiden
Gold Medal performance at an Asian Junior
Men’s event.
Caitlin BETTENAY and Rebecca INGRAM
started the Women’s event well, with wins
over Japan 2 and Vietnam seeing them top
their pool and progress to the elimination
rounds.
With three scheduled matches on the first
day of competition, the team of Sabine MILLS
and Carrie VAN RENSBURG played aggressively as they claimed wins over Hong Kong 1
and New Zealand before dropping their third
match of the day to Thailand 4. This placed
them second in their pool and ultimately saw
them match up against fellow Australians
BETTENAY/INGRAM in the Round of 16.
With both teams representing Australia and
looking to play their best, the coaching staff
had the teams devise their own strategies for
the matchup. The stronger team on the day,
BETTENAY/INGRAM, won in an entertaining
two set match (21-18, 21-15).
MILLS/VAN RENSBURG split their following
positional matches, losing to Thailand 2 and
defeating Sri Lanka 2 to finish in 13th place.
While BETTENAY/INGRAM lost their QuarterFinal match to eventual champions Thailand 3,
the team fought out their positional matches
with Thailand 1 and China 1. Despite losing
two closely contested matches, the team
had done enough to secure Australia a World
Championship berth in the Main Draw as the
fifth highest ranked country.
The Junior Beach Volleyball Program would
like to thank all coaches that have volunteered
and engaged with the Program over the last
year in what has proved to be a highly successful competitive season.
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INSIDE VOLLEYBALL
THE PANEL SHOW

The incredible growth of beach and indoor volleyball
Australia was rewarded with a new weekly television
show on the Seven Network.
The weekly half-hour program, Inside Volleyball,
began in December 2016, screening on Sunday
mornings on 7TWO. It was hosted by experienced
Olympic commentator, Jonathan Fogarty, Gold Medal
Olympian Kerri Potthast, and sports journalist Will
Davies.
The show featured highlights from Australia’s
Helloworld Travel indoor and beach Volleyroo teams,
as well as the best action from around the world.
“This is a great vote of confidence from the Seven
Network in our fantastic beach and indoor volleyball
teams,” Volleyball Australia’s Chief Executive Officer,
Mathieu Meriaux, said.
“There are so many sports in Australia vying for media
attention, so to have a commitment to screen a weekly
program focusing on our helloworld Volleyroos is a
great boost for everyone involved.
“It is also a wonderful reward for our sponsors,
like Gina Rinehart and Helloworld Travel, who have
helped our athletes achieve their dreams.”
“A weekly panel show on a free-to-air channel is the
next stage of our evolution. Channel 7 is the perfect
fit, given our common Olympic pedigree, and it will
help us find new partners as well as introduce our
sport to new fans.
Seven’s Head of Sport, Saul Shtein, welcomed the
agreement.
“Seven is delighted to showcase volleyball,” he said.
“We will see our teams competing with the best in
the world, and we are delighted to become a partner
with Volleyball Australia.”
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FIVB WORLD TOUR
SHEPPARTON
Final Results:
Women
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

9th

Men
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

9th
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Gordon / Saxton
Behrens / Schumacher
Bell / Laird
Kortzinger / Seyfferth
Suzuki / Ishii
Artacho Del Solar / Kendall
Ngauamo / Palmer
Lindstrom / Simonsson
Take / Wada
Bartoli / Jenkins
Battaglene / Weiler
Quigley / Lindsay-Brown
Strauss / Strauss
Mowen / Link
Tilley / Bain
Ruru / Polley

Canada
Germany
Australia
Germany
Japan
Australia
Australia
Sweden
Japan
Australia
Australia
New Zealand
Austria
Australia
New Zealand
New Zealand

Dates – 4-5th March 2017

McHugh / Schumann
Durant / Schubert
O’Dea / O’Dea
Roberts / Lorenz
Kapa / Seymour
Shiratori / Takahashi
Friedl Fe / Skrabal
Watson / Hartles
Dickson / Anyang
Hasegawa / Kurasaka
Karpa / Sievers
Poland / Tang
McKenzie / Ratledge
Nicolaidis / Takken
Mann / Stubbersfield
Kopp / Grabovskyy

Australia
Australia
New Zealand
USA
New Zealand
Japan
Austria
New Zealand
Australia
Japan
Germany
Australia
USA
Australia
Australia
Canada

Some of the highlights of this event included:

In the later part of 2016, Volleyball Australia, Sports Marketing
Australia and the Greater Shepparton City Council worked in
partnership to deliver a World Tour event.
This event was:

•
•
•

The 1st World Tour event in Victoria in over 20 years;
The 1st ever World Tour 1 Star event
The 1st time an Australian team has won a World Tour event
on home soil

Shepparton invested significantly into the event through assistance with infrastructure, accommodation and the very successful food festival creating a complete experience for all who
attended.

•
•
•
•

7 different competing countries across 2 competition days
Live streaming every game on Centre Court
All semi-finals and finals on TV (Fox Sports)
Large community activation event across 3 days including
food, side show ally and live music

The agreement with Shepparton is for 2 years with the 2nd
edition planned for February 2018.
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FIVB WOMENS WORLD TOUR 2 STAR
Final Placings
1st

Gordon / Saxton

(CAN)

2nd Artacho del Solar / Ngauamo(AUS)
3rd Grice / Laird

(AUS)

4th Behrens / Schumacher

(GER)

5th Palmer / Bell

(AUS)

Mizoe / Hashimoto

(JPN)

Dicello / Stockman

(USA)

Rohkamper / Rohkamper

(AUS)

9th Kortzinger / Seyfferth
Nezir / Cetin

(TUR)

Bartoli / Jenkins

(AUS)

Pavlik / Dowdy

(USA)

Strauss / Strauss

(AUT)

Tilley / Bain

(NZL)

Beattie / Coutts

(SCO)

Joe / Matauatu

(VAN)

17th Suzuki / Ishii
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(GER)

(JPN)

Palmer / Grimson

(ENG)

Davis / Cockrell

(CAN)

Take / Wada

(JPN)

Kendall / Mowen

(AUS)

Ingram / Link

(AUS)

Battaglene / Weiler

(AUS)

Quigley / Lindsay - Brown

(NZL)

VOLLEYEST 2017
17th to 26th MARCH
The 3rd edition of VolleyFest was again held in March and
capped off an enormous summer for Beach Volleyball.
This year’s VolleyFest comprised of:

•
•
•

Women’s World Tour 2 Star – 17th – 19th March
Men’s 4 Nations Challenge – 20th – 22nd March
Australian Beach Volleyball Championships – 24th –
26th March

The event again was a great success and displayed the growth and exposure of Beach
Volleyball in Australia. Highlights included:

•
•
•
•
•

Over 15,500 spectators enjoying the event across the 10 day period
Sold Out sessions to the World Tour Finals and the Australian Championship Finals
Over 20 hrs of live television produced with the Gold Medal matches televised
nationally on 7two
More than 125,000 television viewers
More than 375,000 online viewers globally

Again, Mother Nature wanted to take part in the biggest Beach Volleyball event in
Australia since the Sydney Olympics and created some significant challenges across the
10 days including extremely high winds, heavy rain and rough seas that forced some
games to be cancelled and a full venue redesign.
Regardless of these challenges, all the staff and players stepped up and delivered a
brilliant event as highlighted by the outcomes above.

WOMEN’S WORLD TOUR 2 STAR
World Class Beach Volleyball, Live Music, Fireworks & Volleyball Royalty headlined the
World Tour’s return to Sydney.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First ever 2 Star event on the World Tour
11 different competing countries
3 competition days
All matches on centre court
All matches live streamed
All semi finals and finals on TV
2 Live Music Performances by “Matt & Jess”
Full Fireworks show
Guest appearances including Olympic Gold Medallists and past World Champions

Final Results: (see left)
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FOUR

NATI NS
4 NATIONS CHALLENGE
4 World Class Men’s teams competed under lights in
some of the most spectacular games of the event

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australia, Austria, Japan & New Zealand competed
Teams had custom made uniforms with iconic logos
Some of the most proactive crowd engagements
with schools embracing their favourite teams
Austria was called up 3 days before the beginning
of the event due to USA withdrawal
All matches live streamed with viewers actively
interacting with us during the matches
Spectators representing all competing countries
present at every match
All matches on Centre Court

Final Placings
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Schumann / McHugh
Kapa / Seymore
Skrabal / Friedl
Hasegawa / Kurasaka

Australia
New Zealand
Austria
Japan

Final Placings

AU S T R A L I A N B E A C H
VOLLEYBALL FINALS

Women
1st
2nd
3rd
The Australian Beach Volleyball Tour Finals were held 4th
as a culmination of 5 events across Australia between 5th
December and February. On the biggest stage, it was
time to crown the Australian Champions.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Most competitive field based on international and 9th
national ranking in over 8 years
5 States and 2 Territories of Australia represented
Traveling players and permanent residents of
Australia represented 11 additional countries (New
Zealand, Austria, USA, Japan, Czech Republic, Italy,
Kazakhstan, Germany, Netherlands, Canada &
Slovakia)
All centre court matches live streamed
17th
All semi finals and finals recorded for TV
Guest appearances including Olympic Gold 19th
Medallists and past World Champions
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Artacho del Solar / Grice
Rohkamper / Rohkamper
Vorlova / Michalovicova
Palmer / Ngauamo
Jenkins / Bartoli
Mowen / Mowen
Battaglene / Weiler
Maher / Kendall
Friedrich / Moegle
Smetead / Kosova
Tung / Schober
Bell / Laird
Link / Ingram
Richter / Penkina
Smith / Coleman
Zivcic / Reichmuth
Fallat / Linares
Levy / Okoko
Marchesini / Giovannetti
Mills / Carter

Men
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

9th

17th
19th

McHugh / Schumann
McKenzie / Statterfield
Kapa / Dickson
Hasegawa / Kurasaka
Bolsterlee / Crook
Blake / Reeves
Durant / Schubert
Ferguson / Wakefield
Poland / Zemljak
Riginelli / Gruenaug
Mann / Stubbersfield
Reka / Hromadko
Gregory / Anyang
Skrabal / Friedl
Tang / Schumann
Gregory / Kuklych
Gillett / Spence
Schulz / Helman
Gibbons / Collits
Stock / Lawes
Abela / Holmes
Christianson / Gaik

AUSTRALIAN BEACH
VOLLEYBALL TOUR

NSW Open
SA Open
Qld Open
WA Open
Victorian Open
Australian Finals

17-18th December 2016
14-15th January 2017
28-29th January 2017
3-5th February 2017
11-12th February 2017
24-26th March 2017

The Australian Beach Volleyball Tour was again a partnership
between Volleyball Australia and five States with the Australian
Beach Volleyball Finals a part of VolleyFest.
Each event was run with VA oversite but embraced each State’s
themes and structures.
The National Ranking System underwent further refinement and
was again used for all events across Australia with 55 events
recorded. The NRS highlighted the best players as well as the
players that supported the State and National events.
Over the ABVT 176 individual men and 160 women competed
across the 6 ABVT events with approximately a third entering
into more than 1 event.
The top 2 placings of the ABVT Rounds were:
NSW Open
Women
1st
Michaela Vorlova / Christie Jenkins
2nd
Becharra Palmer / Nikki Laird
Men
1st
Cole Durant / Zachery Schubert
2nd
Damien Schumann / Justine Schumann
SA Open
Women
1st
Becchara Palmer / Phoebe Bell
2nd
Nikki Laird / Louise Bawden
Men
1st
Casey Grice / Bart Bolsterlee
2nd
Cole Durant / Zachery Schubert
QLD Open
Women
1st
Becchara Palmer / Phoebe Bell
2nd
Michaela Vorlova / Lucia Michalovicova
Men
1st
Sven Vismans / Bart Bolsterlee
2nd
Ondrej Hromadko / Ivan Reka
WA Open
Women

1st
2nd
Men
1st
2nd

Katie Bartoli / Christie Jenkins
Sarah Battaglene / Stephanie Weiler
Cole Durant / Zachery Schubert
Jayson Fox / Mark Van Winsen

VIC Open
Women
1st
Yupa Phukrongploy / Lauri Luijken
2nd
Michaela Vorlova / Lucia Michalovicova
Men
1st
Casey Grice / Bart Bolsterlee
2nd
Brad Fullerton / Paora Morunga
ABVT Finals
Women
1st
Mariafe Artacho del Solar / Louise Grice (nee Bawden)
2nd
Alice Rohkamper / Hannah Rohkamper
Men
1st
Chris McHugh / Damien Schumann
2nd
Ian Statterfield / David McKennzie
You can find the full results of the ABVT Finals on the VolleyFest
report.
At the conclusion of the Australian Summer, the top 10 players
on the National Ranking System were:
Rank
1
2
3
4
		
6
7
8
9
		

Women
Christie Jenkins (AUS/VIC)
Sabine Link (AUS/NSW
Sarah Battaglene (AUS)
Jana Reichmuth (AUS/VIC)
Valerie Zivcic (AUS/VIC)
Katie Bartoli (AUS/NSW)
Lucia Michalovicova (SVK)
Marjorie Linares (AUS/NSW)
Sarah Richter (AUS/NSW)
Irina Penkina (AUS/NSW)

Points
9040
8630
6800
6210
6210
6190
900
5550
4290
4290

# of Events
10
15
8
11
11
9
9
12
6
6

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Men
Bart Bolsterlee (AUS)
Ivan Reka (AUS/NSW)
Ondrej Hromadko (AUS)
Damien Schumann (AUS/VIC)
Francesco Riginelli (AUS/NSW)
Robert Reeves (AUS/QLD)
Sam Halley (AUS)
Cole Durant (AUS/WA)
Justin Schumann (AUS/VIC)
Devlin Moseley (AUS/VIC)

Points
8930
8110
8040
7580
6000
5920
5640
5400
5310
4900

# of Events
10
13
14
8
12
8
10
5
8
9
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Saturday 24th June 2017
Netherlands v Slovenia
Australia vs Japan

2150 spectators
2400 spectators

Sunday 25th June 2017
Australia v Netherlands
Japan v Slovenia

2200 spectators
2050 spectators

Results
Saturday 24 June 2017
Netherlands v Slovenia
Australia vs Japan

0-3
1-3

(15-25, 30-32, 20-25)
(18-25, 25-27, 21-25, 22-25)

Sunday 25 June 2017
Australia v Netherlands
Japan v Slovenia

3-0
0-3

(29-27, 25-19, 28-26)
(17-25, 24-26, 17-25)

Group 2 Final Ranking:
First – Slovenia
Second - Japan
Third – Australia
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FIVB
WORLD LEAGUE

World League Group 2 Finals
24 – 25 June 2017
Gold Coast Sports and Leisure Centre – Carrara
For the fourth year running Australia competed in and hosted the
2017 FIVB Group 2 World League Finals. After two years playing
in the Group 1, Australia moved down to Group 2 however qualified for the Group 2 Finals. Volleyball Australia hosted Japan,
Netherlands and Slovenia at the newly built Commonwealth
Games venue – Gold Coast Sports and Leisure Centre.

Playing in Group 2 reduced the hosting requirements as set
out by the FIVB. The implementation of the Hawkeye Video
Challenge system, LED screens around the perimeter of the court
and increase television production requirements were no longer
major components which in turn placed greater focus on different aspects of the event. Venue signage, infrastructure, activations and player services were the key focuses of the event.
Adjusting to a new venue and new location was definitely a challenge however with the assistance of the local communication
and VA staff, the event was a great success.
Sponsors:
Volleyball Australia would like to thank and recognises its event
sponsors and partners for their continued support: Helloworld,
Hancock Prospecting, Australian Sports Commission, Georgina
Hope Foundation, Mightymite, Sunland Group, Gerflor, Mikasa
and Grandsport.

Key Staff
National Organising Committee
President:
Malcolm Borgeaud
Event Director:
Kasia Stawski
FIVB Supervisor:
Allan Brodie (NZL)
FIVB Referee Delegate: Takashi Shimoyama (JPN)
FIVB Referees:
Fabrizio Saltalippi (ITA)
Scott McLean (CAN)
Liu Jiang (CHN)
Ibrahim Mohd Ahmed Al Naama (QAT)

Reserve Referee:
Phong Nguyen (AUS)
FIVB TV Coordinator:
Holly Flatley (GBR)
FIVB TV Commentator: Clayton Lucas (GBR)
FIVB Media Operations Delegate: Anna Liza Tomas (PHI)
Other key staff members include:
Jon Gibbs Verity Hanka, Baz Wedmaier, DJ Tallie (Adam Thornley),
Peter McConnon, Damien Searle, Gary Gilchrist, Michael Plumlee,
Nam Pham, Teresa Lloyd, George Chalhoub, Shane Clouston,
Borris Georgieff, Kylie Marshall, Gaku Mikami and Jacob Guymer
for their significant contribution to the event.
APAC Sport Media was the official photographer for the event.
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AUSTRALIAN
VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE
The 2016 AVL continued with the competition
structure implemented in 2015. Teams were
once again separated into 2 separate conferences
(East and South) and a new club was introduced
to the Eastern Conference in the form of the
Sydney Amazons (women) and Sydney Warriors
(men).
The season consisted of seventeen teams, 9
men and 8 women. The league was managed
in a home and away format with 120 matches
comprising of 9 rounds qualifying 2 teams from
each conference into the finals in Melbourne
on 2-3 December. Thank you to all the host
clubs and states as well as a big thank you to all
referees and volunteers who assisted throughout
season.
Victoria’s Uni Blues won an incredible fourth
women’s Australian Volleyball League final and the Queensland
Pirates have achieved revenge for a shock loss 12 months ago to
win the men’s title at the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre
on 3 December.
The Uni Blues, led by helloworld Volleyroos coach Shannon
Winzer and including several Australian team members, were
too strong for the Queensland Pirates in a one-sided gold medal
match, eventually winning 3-0.
Volleyroo Hannah Martin was outstanding for the Blues, and
was named the MVP of the finals series. She had good support
from Volleyroos teammates and Uni Blues captain, Shae Sloane,
and Jamie-Lee Morrow.
“This means a lot, we’ve put a lot of hard work in over the past
few years,” Sloane said. “We didn’t think we could get here. We
won the first one, and then had a bit of momentum and won
two, and then won three.
“At the start of this year we really wanted to get the fourth one
and do something that no other club has ever done. We worked
extremely hard, it’s so exciting and something very special.”

In the bronze medal matches, the VVA Vultures shocked the
Adelaide Storm in the men’s competition 3-1, while in the
women’s competition, the Sydney Amazons, in their first season
in the AVL, beat the WA Pearls 3-0.
24 hours earlier the Amazons had pushed the Uni Blues to five
sets.
FINAL RESULTS - WOMEN
Semi-Final:
Uni Blues (1) def Canberra Heat (4) 3:0 (25-18, 25-13, 25-20)
UTSSU (2) def VVA Vultures (3) 3:2 (22-25, 21-25, 25-17,
25-10, 15-10)
Bronze Medal:
VVA Vultures def Canberra Heat 3:0 (25-22, 27-25, 25-14)
Gold Medal:
Uni Blues def UTSSU 3:2 (23-25, 20-25, 25-21, 25-22, 15-10)
FINAL RESULTS - MEN

The Queensland Pirates were still smarting from a shock loss
in last year’s grand final to the Canberra Heat, after they had
navigated the entire season without losing a match.

Semi-Final:
Canberra Heat (3) def Adelaide Storm (2) 3:0 (25-20, 25-19,
25-14)
QLD Pirates (1) def WA Hornets (4) 3:1 (25-16, 25-23, 20-25,
25-14)

But with the addition of former Volleyroo and finals MVP,
Benjamin Bell, to the line-up, the Pirates were a formidable
combination.

Bronze Medal:
Adelaide Storm def WA Hornets 3:2 (25-17, 25-21, 23-25,
21-25, 15-11)

Shane Alexander was again outstanding for the Pirates, with the
3-0 win giving the Pirates their third title in the past four seasons.

Gold Medal:
Canberra Heat def QLD Pirates 3:0 (25-22, 39-37, 25-21)
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FINAL STANDINGS

ALL STARS

MEN

MEN

1 QLD Pirates
2 Canberra Heat
3 VVA Vultures
4 Adelaide Storm
5 UTSSU
6 University Blues
7 Centre of Excellence
8 WA Hornets
9 Sydney Warriors

Rory Welsh (Adelaide Storm)
Will Mercer (QLD Pirates)
Cooper Peacock (Adelaide Storm)
Travis Passier (Canberra Heat)
Shane Alexander (QLD Pirates)
MVP: Shane Alexander (QLD Pirates)

WOMEN

WOMEN

1 University Blues
2 QLD Pirates
3 Sydney Amazons
4 WA Pearls
5 Canberra Heat
6 VVA Vultures
7 Adelaide Storm
8 UTSSU

Rebecca Walters (Uni Blues)
Shae Sloane (Uni Blues)
Kat Chen (Uni Blues)
Eliza Karly Hynes (Uni Blues)
Jaimee-Lee Morrow (Uni Blues)
MVP: Shae Sloane (Uni Blues)
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AUSTRALIAN VOLLEYBALL
SCHOOLS CUP
The 33rd Australian Volleyball Schools Cup was one of the most successful events to
date, with the highest level of participation. In 2016 Volleyball Australia focused on
improving the technological aspects of the event. Creating technological overhaul by
creating a scoring application and purchasing tablets for each court to create electronic
scoring was the main objective of this years event. This new application was used for
the first few days of competition, however due to internet complications within the
venue, the tournament control committee made an executive decision to switch back
to scoresheets. The plan for 2017 is to conduct further testing and use independent
internet access rather than relying on MSAC’s access. Overall the tablets and scoring
application were very well received by students and schools.
Venues: Melbourne Sports & Aquatic Centre (MSAC), State Netball and Hockey Centre
(SNHC), the State Volleyball Centre (SVC)
Teams from all states and territories (except Northern Territory) competed, as well as
from New Zealand. Every year AVSC continues to grow with 2016 seeing 497 teams. The
two leading states for highest participation was Victoria and South Australia.
The opening ceremony was very successful with thousands of players filling the
grandstand just to be part of the ceremony. This year as a prelude to the ceremony,
a t-shirt gun was shot into the crowd, shooting out event t-shirts and merchandise.
Isaiah Firebrace, the winner of the 2016 X-Factor Australia opened the ceremony by
performing his hit single ‘Its Gotta Be You’. This was a huge highlight of the ceremony,
created a massive buzz for players and was received very well by all schools. VA
organised for a local school girl who was participating in the event to sing the National
Anthem which was a great highlight for the event as well.
The 2016 Champion School was Heathfield High School, who are the biggest rival with
Brighton Secondary School who have taken out the title multiple times. Congratulations
Heathfield on taking out the title by only 5 points!
Schools per state
ACT
NSW
QLD
SA
TAS
VIC
WA
NT
OS
Total
5
13
40
21
1
36
14
0
4
133
Teams per State
ACT
NSW
QLD
SA
TAS
VIC
WA
NT
OS
Total
10
36
112
135
3
145
55
0
4
500
Volleyball Australia would like to thank and recognises its event sponsors and partners
for their continued support: the naming rights sponsor – Helloworld Travel, Hancock
Prospecting, Australian Sports Commission, Georgina Hope Foundation, Sunland Group,
Gerflor, Mikasa, and Australian Volleyball Warehouse. Brandon Malone Photography
was the official photographer for the event.
This event would not be possible without a number of key staff that put an enormous
amount of hours into this event and without them AVSC would not have been the
success that it was. A special mention to the tournament staff for a job well done:
Kasia Stawski - Tournament Director, Peter McConnon - Competition Manager, Hellyn
Saunders - Results Manager, Verity Hanka – Technology Manager, David Rosamilla Chief Referee, Danielle Francis - Assistant Chief Referee, Baz Wedmaier - Operations
Managers and Natalie Perry - Volunteer Coordinator.
School teachers and coaches play a vital role in the lead-up to AVSC making sure their
players are qualified to officiate at this event. We understand the additional strain it puts
on teachers who are organising teams to go away, but we thank you for your continued
efforts to lift the standard of officiating at this tournament. 2016 event saw officiating
levels being introduced for the first time to align with the changes implemented by
Volleyball Australia in 2015.
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CHAMPION SCHOOL
1. Heathfield High School
2. Brighton Secondary School
3. Craigslea State High School
30 YEARS
Brighton Secondary School, Peter Bundy
(Upwey & Rowville)
25 YEARS
Yarra Valley Grammar, Monbulk College, Joe
Moore (Mazenod College)
20 YEARS
Girton Grammar, Kew High School, Adelaide
High School, Sydney Boys High School, Cate
Brewin (Girton), Rick McWaters (Girton),
Grant Glover (Taperoo, Brighton, Hallett
Cove), Chris Davidson (Heathfield), Renee
O’Connor (Heathfield)
15 YEARS
Holland Park State High School, Brisbane
Girls Grammar School, Hallet Cove R-12
School, Nigel McDuff (Dalby, The Gap, North
Bundaberg, Whitsunday), Jamie Tester
(Brighton), Allen Clough (Brighton), Kaye
Jolly (Brighton), Tara Olonga (Heathfield,
Brighton), Geoff Corston (Brighton), Kay
Flower (Willunga), Terry Moore (Harristown,
Burnside), Michelle Scicluna (Heathfield),
Dani Francis
10 YEARS
Aldridge
SHS,
Redlands
College,
Westminster School, Kelso High School,
Monte Sant Angelo College, Kerryn
McDuff (The Gap, Whitsunday), Nathan
Rosenzweig (Renmark), Aaron Camplin
(Renmark), Elizabeth Williams (Rossmoyne),
Janet Hocking (Rossmoyne), Rob Thiele
(Aldridge), Jake King (Billanook, Rowville),
Michael Hale (Redlands), Ainslee Joss
(Holland Park, Harristown, Brisbane Girls
Grammar), Peter Seymour (Eltham), Darcy
Sharples (Eltham), Ross Pringle (Eltham),
Damien Reid (Brighton), Samantha Pretty
(Brighton), Lauren O’Malley (Brighton), John
White (Brighton), Lori Mulhall (Brighton),
Sue Ludzay (Heathfield), Scott Madsen
(Heathfield), Jack Payne (Heathfield),
Erin Wright (Paralowie), Natalija Gagic
(Paralowie), Mitchell Humphreys (Paralowie)
Deborah Edwards (Craigslea)
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AUSTRALIAN JUNIOR
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
25 September - 1 October, 2016
Coomera, Gold Coast QLD
President Cup Winner: Queensland
Volleyball Queensland successfully hosted their first AJVC in
2016 on behalf of Volleyball Australia. Volleyball Queensland
have secured the hosting rights to the event for the next 3 years
from 2016 to 2018.
The six (6) day event was located at the brand new Coomera
Indoor Sports Centre in the Gold Coast, and utilised eight
(8) courts in total. This venue has been newly built for the
Commonwealth Games in 2018 and proved to be ideal for this
event.
2016 was made up of three (3) age groups U15, U17 and U19,
in both men and women, 67 teams participated with the state
participation breakdown below:
ACT 6 teams, NSW 11 teams, SA 9 teams, VIC 17 teams, QLD 11
teams, WA, 6 teams, SAM 1 Team, NZ 6 teams.
2016 transitioned from two age groups in 2015 to introduce a
truly Junior Championships. This change proved very successful.
The event was promoted to the local volleyball community, with
assistance from VA staff and VQ staff throughout the event.
Volleyball Queensland (VQ) nominated Damien Searle as the
Tournament Director who in the previous year, gained knowledge
on how to run the tournament by attending the 2015 AJVC in
the ACT.

Referees continued to attend the event for practical experience
with the prospect of upgrades by the conclusion of the
tournament.
Many thanks and congratulations to the organisers of the event
and to the host state VQ for their contribution, dedication and
delivery of such a successful tournament. The key staff involved
include:
Volleyball Australia Supervisor
Tournament Director
Competition Manager:
Draw & Results Manager

Kasia Stawski
Damien Searle
Jon Gibbs
Peter McConnon and
Patti McIntosh
Admin Manager
Patti McIntosh
Court Supervisor:
Michael Plumlee
Chief Referee:
George Chalhoub
Referee Delegates: Julian Coburn (VIC), Chris Kelly (QLD), Jaek
Passier (QLD), Michael Pitt (NSW), Terry Rudder (QLD), and Derek
Scales (WA).
Thank you to the following sponsors, suppliers and supporters
of the 2016 event: Volleyball QLD, Helloworld Travel, Hancock
Prospecting, Mikasa, Gerflor, MightyMite, Australian Volleyball
Warehouse, the Australian Sports Commission, The City of Gold
Coast and Queensland Government.
Australian Volleyball Warehouse - Official Merchandisers
Rogue Photography - Tournament Photographers
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AUSTRALIAN JUNIOR BEACH
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
AUSTRALIAN JUNIOR

6 - 9th April, 2017
Scarborough Beach, WA
For the first time, the Australian Junior Beach Championships
were hosted by Volleyball WA (VWA), on behalf of Volleyball
Australia in Perth. VWA have secured the hosting rights for the
next 3 years from 2017 – 2019. This year’s tournament was a
great success, with the weather proving to be very favourable
throughout the 4-day event.

6TH TO 9TH APR 2017 SCARBOROUGH BEACH

2017 tournament saw a change to age groups with the removal of
the U23 division. This has created a truly junior competition and
now aligns with the Australian Junior Volleyball Championships.
2017 divisions: U15M, U15W, U17M, U17W, U19M, U19W.
Despite the removal of the U23’s, the number of teams remained
similar 2017 with the state participation breakdown below:
• ACT 4 teams, NSW 11 teams, SA 17 teams, VIC 21 teams,
QLD 20 teams, WA 24 teams and NT 1 team.
Key Highlights:
• First year U23 age division was removed from the competition
and did not hinder the event and participation numbers.
• 13 courts were used across the four days of competition,
with two main courts set up for women’s and men’s finals
day to give it an exclusive feel.
• Instead of using VA’s funtech net system, VWA used their
own net system and high quality equipment.
• Sponsor signage was visible throughout the two centre
courts and VWA signage throughout all the courts.
• The Scarborough amphitheatre was excellent for all
spectators, supporters and teams, giving great visibility of
the centre courts as well as shade during the hottest part
of the day.
• Wonderful closing ceremony with Kerri Pottharst Volleyball
Australia Board Member and 2000 Sydney Olympic Gold
Medallist there to present teams with medals.
Key Staff:
Volleyball Australia Supervisor – Kasia Stawski
Tournament Director – Marty Suan
Assistant Tournament Director – Marcus Fernihough
Administration and Results Manager – Karla Della Pietra and
Darren Beltman
Referees:
The competition was officiated by duty teams as well as several
referees that travelled to Perth to oversee the technical aspects
of the tournament.

Referee Delegate:
Derek Scales
Referee Supervisors: Justin Blades (WA), Brendan Buckley
(WA), Sam Delany 9WA), Aaron Krahe (VIC), Oliver Legrand
(NSW), Jacalyn Pickering (SA), Sam Timmerman (WA).
Results:
Age group gold medallists:
U15M - QLD

U17M - WA

U19M - QLD

U15W - QLD

U17W - SA

U19W - VIC

Andy Burden Shield:
1. QLD
2. VIC
3. WA
4. SA
5. NSW
6. NT & ACT
Sponsors and Suppliers:
Volleyball WA, Helloworld Travel, Hancock Prospecting, Mikasa,
MightyMite, the Australian Sports Commission, WA Government,
MRA, Determent of Sport and Recreation, Lotterywest, Alcohol
think again, Healthway and Fortix.
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AUSTRALIAN U23 BEACH
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
Dates – 20-22nd January 2017
For the 1st time, the Australian U23
Beach Volleyball Championships were
held independent of the AJBVC. The
event has its own sporting regulations
to create better links to the senior
competitions.
The event was delivered in partnership
with Volleyball Queensland and the
private promoter on Coolangatta Beach
- Beach Play. Being a new event there
was a lot of creative ideas that were
implemented at this event including the
link to local Universities to deliver a full
medical solution.
Players were the focus of the planning
and entry included a function at the local
Timezone and deals at local traders.
Being a new concept, there was a lot
taken from this event with the future
looking bright for the event and for Beach
Volleyball in Australia.
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Final Results:
Women
1st Bell / Ngauamo
2nd Joe / Toko
3rd Van Rensburg / Ingram
4th Burton / White
5th Mills / Smith
Levy / Whitten
Burling-Jones / Stewart
Clayden / Adam
9th Laird / Coleman
Hawkins / Vanderham
Massey / Robinson
Marshall / Rodriguez
13th Marshall / Cox
Vogel / Brac
15th Johnson / Maidment
Strong / Dunning
17th Ribinsky / Lynch
Vicario / Stevens
19th Tarjanyi / Tomic

QLD
VAN
VIC
QLD
QLD
NSW
WA
ACT/ VIC
QLD
QLD/ NSW
QLD
NSW
QLD
QLD
WA/ QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
VIC

Men
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

9th

13th
15th
17th
19th

Guehrer / Dickson
Ferguson / Burnett
Hunt / Bacovic
Poland / Schumann
Nicolaidis / Spence
Wakefield / Kitto
Gregory / Anyang
Fountotos / Fountotos
Field / Landers
Berry / Reeves
Sting / Takken
Ross / Manning-Watson
McPhail / Gibson
Abbott / Mickan
Bergh / Sefo
De Broughe / Osbourne
Trainor / Ilic
Budd / Duzevich
O’Neill / Morrow
Vozzo / Vozzo
Wong / Plant
Mauro / Rutherford

SA/QLD
QLD/WA
WA
SA/VIC
QLD
SA
VIC
NSW
QLD/ WA
QLD
QLD
NT
QLD
WA
QLD
QLD
VIC
ACT
QLD
NSW
NSW
VIC

ASIAN SPORTS
PARTNERSHIP
VOLLEYBALL BREAKING DOWN SOCIAL
BARRIERS
The sport of Volleyball has long been a
sport for everyone, but what you may
not know is the work Volleyball has been
doing behind the scenes to break down
barriers in the Pacific and parts of Asia.
Volleyball has been tackling some of the
biggest social issues that face people in
those areas and in particular women.
The Volleyball Australia project, funded
by the Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade (DFAT), is one of many
being run around the world, using sport
to address gender inequity.
In Vanuatu for example the Pacific
Sports Partnerships (PSP) program has
hit hard on non-communicable diseases
and nutrition, in Fiji increased women’s
health awareness and participation
in physical activity, in PNG working
with WaterAid Australia to spread the
importance of water hygiene.
In Asia through the ASP program,
Volleyball Australia worked in partnership
with Girl Determined (Myanmar) and
Women Win (Netherlands) to break new
ground in Myanmar. Thanks to funding
from DFAT we were able to deliver a
volleyball and leadership coaching camp
and host the first ever public girls’ sports
day.
For their great work with volleyball
programming, Girl Determined were the
recipient of the 2017 Sport for Equality
Award at the Beyond Sport Awards.
Through volleyball, girls in Myanmar are
receiving invaluable skills and lessons
in leadership and self-advocacy in a
fun and safe environment. In addition
to structured volleyball sessions girls
engage in life skills sessions including
topics such as: personal growth, selfcare, positive communications, personal
values, goal setting, safe spaces, puberty,
menstruation and understanding stress.
Key outcomes of the ASP program

included a training camp for over 40
local coaches, run with the help of 5
Australian coaches. The women were
provided with strong female role
models for health and activity in sport,
improving participant’s confidence
and opportunity and skills to speak
for themselves and take on leadership
roles in a region affected by conflict
and traditional conservative female
roles. The program also supported the
implementation of “Volleyball Circles”
where more than 1,500 adolescent girls
participated in volleyball and life skills
sessions, with over 1,250 of those from
conflict affected communities.
A real example of the difference
these programs are making was the
appointment of one of Girl Determined’s
Junior Coaches in Kachin State meant
that she was able to avoid going into
dangerous domestic work.
As a girl who is no longer attending
school, her family wanted her to take
a job as a domestic worker inside of
somebody’s home. These types of
jobs often pose significant risk to girls
already marginalized by the age, gender,
ethnicity, economic state and education.
In another example a girl from Kachin
IDP community sought work through
migration and found herself being held
against her will as a domestic worker in
a town in China on the Myanmar border.
Because of her connection to the
program and the confidence she
gained, she was able to find a way to
communicate with coaches and they
reached out to government and other
non-government resources and secured
the girl’s release and return back to her
IDP camp,
Meg Smith, from Women Win, said
having all-female leadership groups from
sports like Volleyball Australia involved
in countries like Myanmar sends out a
positive message.
“Through sport, adolescent girls can
learn powerful lessons of resiliency,

goal-setting and confidence.”
“Female role models demonstrate to girls
that they can overcome conservative
cultural norms to take leadership roles
and build better futures for themselves
and their communities.”
“Enhancing the quality of sport in our
programs, with the support of sport
federations like Volleyball Australia,
enables us to better achieve these goals.”
Working in partnership with other
organisations in developing countries is
also of enormous benefit to the sport
of volleyball, already the world’s most
gender-equal sport and one of the few
truly global sports, played in backyards,
community centres, arenas and the
Olympic Games.
The DFAT/Volleyball Australia project
takes the sport to even more corners of
the globe.
“Sport Federations can reach groups
that they otherwise wouldn’t be able
to engage, growing their sports through
grassroots participation in places where
boys and girls desperately want, and
need, opportunities to play,” Smith said.

Further information regarding all of
these great organisations can be found
at the following sites:
DFAT - http://dfat.gov.au
Women Win - https://womenwin.org/
Girl
Determined
girldetermined.org/

-

http://www.

ASP - http://dfat.gov.au/people-topeople/sport/sport-for-development/
asia/Pages/sport-for-development-asia.
aspx
Australian Aid - http://dfat.gov.au/aid/
pages/australias-aid-program.aspx
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PACIFIC SPORTS
PARTNERSHIP
Volleyball Australia (VA) is funded by the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
(DFAT) to support sport for development
within the Pacific. VA are currently
coming to the end of the 2 year program
providing funding and development
support to Fiji Volleyball Federation,
Vanuatu Volleyball Federation and Papua
New Guinea Volleyball Association.
VA received extension year funding for
PSP II which is due to end on June 30,
2018. The National Federations (NFs)
involved in the extension year is the
Vanuatu Volleyball Federation (VVF)
and Fiji Volleyball Federation (FVF). The
Papua New Guinea Volleyball Federation
(PNGVF) who had been working in
collaboration with WaterAid to fulfil the
PSP II outcomes were able to establish
a Successfully Incorporated Association
for PAPUA NEW GUINEA VOLLEYBALL
ASSOCIATION INC. (5-104520).
Goals
• The overall aim of Australia’s
development-through-sport
assistance is to ‘develop healthier
and more inclusive communities
through sport’.
Objectives
• Increased levels of regular
participation of Pacific Islanders,
including people with disability, in
quality sport activities.
• Improved health-related behaviours
of Pacific Islanders which impact
on NCD risk factors, focusing on
increasing levels of physical activity.
• Improved attitudes towards and
increased inclusion of people with
disability in Pacific communities.
End-of-program outcomes
• improved
governance
and
operational
effectiveness
of
participating
Pacific
sport
organisations
• increased capacity of Pacific sport
organisations to plan, run and
monitor participation-based sports
programs
• increased participation in sport
activities of people at risk of
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•
•

acquiring NCDs or NCD related
illnesses
increased
participation
and
leadership of people with disability
and women and girls in sport
improved collaboration between
Pacific sport organisations and
development partners to deliver
communication, education and
behaviour change strategies on
NCDs/disability in conjunction with
sport activities.

Program’s in the Pacific respond well to a
three pronged approach
1.
2.
3.

Culture
Health
Social

This process has been clearly embraced
by both Vanuatu Volleyball Federation
and Fiji Volleyball Federation, the use
of gender sensitisation training and a
male advocate to diplomatically navigate
local customs has meant there could be
enduring successes.
Partnering with the local health
organisations establishing a flexible and
dynamic approach to utilising volleyball
as a vessel for health message has
been key to establishing a connection
between sport and healthy lifestyle.
This is represented specifically through
the relationship of Fiji Volleyball
Federation have with Diabetes Fiji to
deliver consistent health monitoring and
prevention education has meant that
Volleyball has delivered beyond the call
of duty.
Inviting village participants into a safe and
acceptable setting with the knowledge
that the importance of health (and
particularly female’s health) will benefit
the community as a whole has meant
that in a short space time, Volleyball
has been able to influence local societal
concepts and has challenged individual’s
belief systems through encouraging
healthier attitudes and promoting
shared values.
Research – University of Queensland

Volleyball Australia engage the Stephanie
Hanrahan, University of Queensland
to conduct monitoring and evaluation
and targeted research on behavioural
change. A number of key findings from
this research will direct strategies
moving forward. These include

•

Longitudinal impact of (confirmed)
significant behavioural change

Fiji - Positive effects of the program
included improvements in fitness,
health, strength, weight, happiness, time
management, socialisation, and village
unity. Although some women continued
to play volleyball and maintained some
positive changes in their diets, both
women and men noted that these health
behaviours were not being sustained
without on-going visits by the program.
Everyone liked the volleyball program,
and most wanted it to continue. There
were also suggestions for annual
competitions between villages, and
support for the idea of village fitness
representatives or village committees
to oversee program (although support
would probably be needed). The men
appreciated and supported the program,
with some stating they now valued the
women more as a result of the program.
Vanuatu - Many of the older women said
that they had not really exercised since
they got married until the volleyball
program came to their village. Volleyball
continued after the program more in
Solway than in Mango, although the
court in Solway is subject to flooding.
There were concerns in Mango about the
location of a net and balls. There were
also complaints of boys taking over the
court. Both women and men liked the
program, with many making requests
for it to continue. Although there were
noted improvements in weight, fitness,
health, socialising, and happiness as a
result of the program, many villagers
commented on the positive changes
in health behaviours not be sustained
after the program. Although the men

supported the program, they were
clear in stating that their wives had to
complete all their chores before they
could play volleyball.
Conclusion - Villagers in both countries
liked the volleyball program and felt
it resulted in many positive changes.
Unfortunately, changes in health
behaviours had not been sustained by
everyone. Possible future actions include
delivering booster sessions; providing
villages with the structure and materials
to run regular training sessions and
competitions; and periodically checking
courts, nets, and access to volleyballs in
each village. In addition, it may be worth
exploring what led men in Fiji to
develop greater appreciation for
women, and then apply those
strategies in Vanuatu.

field) supported by FASANOC/VASANOC.
Governance is still a key step to the
program success.
2. Sports Admin/Coaches/Officials/
Board Members involved in PSP program
to undertake mandatory 4 week
training plus sports specific training.
Resource development. Through the
OSEP and resource development, this
will strengthen program delivery and
sustainable outcomes.
3. Source sponsorship to support
increased areas within the NFs through
the creation of additional roles. To
alleviate the stress placed on limited
resources additional sponsorship would
mean the focus of the allocated funds

Outcomes of previously proposed
development projects
Project 1 – Auditing of Staffing,
Structure,
Governance,
Principles, Policies and Practices
has been planned for 2018/2019.
Project 2 – Training of staff and
volunteers, as this is an extension
year this will not be implemented
until PSP III, however, an allocation of
funding has been assigned to further
develop and strengthen the resolve for
further educational resources including
reviewing additional content for the
Oceania Sport Education Program
(OSEP).
Project 3 – Monitoring and Evaluation
Plan has been approved for 2017/2018
for FVF and VVF to implement with the
assistance of an additional resource.

Fiji
FVF have made significant effort
to increase the National School
Championship involvement with 44
teams taking part in the 2017 event.
In addition to this FVF has established
strong partnerships with health
organisation Diabetes Fiji to create a
baseline health database of Volleyball
participants to drive further behaviour
change within rural communities.
Through the Fiji Women’s
Crisis Centre (FWCC) FVF
have been able to run gender
‘sensitisation’ training and
create a Child Protection Policy
(which has been adopted by
other sports in Fiji). Lastly FVF,
use a male advocate to develop
cultural relationships amongst
the village chiefs and elders to
enhance mutual understanding
and promote the beneficial
outcomes of the PSP program.
What’s next

would be solely supporting the primary
objects of PSP.
4. Also it is critical to retain local cultural
knowledge to provide program ‘owners’
with much needed insight into program
implementation and delivery. A good
example of beginning to do this is
through the male advocate - creating an
understanding of knowledge.
PSP Snapshot in August 2017

Key Priorities for 2017/2018

Vanuatu

PSP Recommendation:

VVF have been working hard to bring
together the inspiration of their role
model Beach Volleyball players who
spent 10 days being followed by a
Japanese filming crew (in the lead up
to Japan 2020), interviewed by UN

1. Best Practice to run Child Protection
Policy and Gender Equality Training as
a one day training facilitated by FWCC
(an external consultant/expert in the

Women (they are already ambassadors
for Unicef) and playing an international
friendly against Australia whilst growing
the schools program and regional area
development (Santo in the Sanma
Province and the Tanna Province).

The need for a sound
sustainability/legacy plan to be
implemented before the funding period
finishes to ensure limited negative
impacts upon funding opportunities
lessoning or no longer being available.
Additional development in order to
improve ‘partnership relationships’
(amongst VA and NFs as well as potential
sponsors and partners).
VA has engaged Kylie Bates and Game
Changes to review volleyball’s Pacific
Sports Partnership program to date.
This will be done to establish key
findings and opportunities to further
enhance Volleyball within the Pacific and
Australia.
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VOLLEYBALL ACT
BOARD
LES YOUNG - PRESIDENT (-JUN)
DAN WILLIAMS - PRESIDENT (JUN-)
DAN WILLIAMS - DIRECTOR (-JUN)
RUSSELL BORGEAUD - DIRECTOR
JENNY BARBOUR - DIRECTOR
GRAEME BUDD - DIRECTOR
CYNTHIA ANDERSON - DIRECTOR
CHRIS DAVIS - DIRECTOR (-JUN)
LIZ MALLETT - DIRECTOR (JUN-)

STAFF
Adam Castle (CEO), Christine Gates
(Competitions and Events Manager)
Reflecting on the year that has
passed provides many positives and
serves as a reminder of how much
there is still to be achieved. The last
12 months have bought significant
change for VACT including a new
President and CEO, 2018-2021
Strategic Plan and notable changes to
competition formats and structures.
We look forward to working with
our members, state colleagues and
Volleyball Australia to lead the sport
forward in 2018.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
•
Successful delivery of the 51st
Good Neighbour Volleyball
Tournament
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade of VACT ICT and
transition to new financial
management model
National selection of ACT players,
coaches and officials
Successful board transition
achieved
Gender equal board
CEO appointment
Financial stability maintained
2018-2021 Strategic Plan

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2016/2017
•
Canberra Heat Men representing
Australia at the Asian Club
Championships
•
Election of new President Mr. Dan
Williams
•
First National Beach Tour Event
•
Growth in social and recreational
volleyball participation

CURRENT TRENDS
•
Open and recreational
competitions are experiencing
growth
•
High school and College volleyball
events are continually performing
strongly
•
Transition of SpikeZone
participants into club volleyball
UPCOMING PROJECTS
•
Activation of the Lyneham Beach
Facility
•
Six on the Beach – 6-a-side social
mixed beach volleyball.
•
SpikeZone Beach for junior
volleyballers
•
Commercial growth

VOLLEYBALL NSW
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
DEBORAH CHUNG(PRESIDENT)
KEITH SUCKLING (VICE PRESIDENT)
VICTOR JIANG (TREASURER)
STUART MACKAY (SECRETARY)
IVY HORNIBROOK
KATJA IMHOLZ
BRIIANKA NEST
LUCY WENT
CARLA HOORWEG

STAFF
• Nam Pham, General Manager
• Constantina Ladas - Admin and
Development Officer
• Jason Laffer – Events and Program
Officer
HIGHLIGHTS OF 2016/2017
• State Volleyball NSW delivered
another strong performance for
the 2016 with over $25k profit.
• Increased participation with record
numbers in State Cups Series (197
Entries), School Cup Series (241
Entries) and Sydney Volleyball
League (87 Teams). Anticipating an
increase in numbers based on the
on going participating and club
growth
• The NSW U15’s State
Championships was held
at Valentine Sports Park,
a new 4 court venue with
accommodation. It included 4
regional representative teams for
boys and girls and has increased
trial numbers for the state team
program. This is beginning to
now filter up into our U17 group
increasing athletes present at trials
for the Australian Junior Volleyball
Championships
• Improved performance at AJBVC
with U19 boys winning Bronze
at the event – Congratulations

•

•

•

•

•

to team members Izac Carracher
and Lewis Jupp on their success.
State Volleyball NSW continues to
improve on its performance each
year.
NSW Juniors Mikaela Stevens,
Bridget O’Malley, Kateia Barenaba,
Harriet Gillson, Laura Marshall,
Brigitte Vanderham, Sophie
Palmer, Angelina Smerdely, Alex
Molloy, Izac Carracher, Arash
Dosanjh, Keiran Ackhurst and Peter
Fountotos represented Australia
in various junior international
competitions.
Supported Volleyball Australia
to host international volleyball
events; Volleyfest (Australian
Beach Volleyball Tour Finals, Four
Nationals, Asian Senior Beach
Volleyball Champs).
NSW Beach Volleyballers Nikki
Laird and Mariafe Artacho del
Solar continue their success on
the international beach volleyball
circuit.
NSW athlete Alice De Innocentiis
was a part of the Australian
Women Volleyball Team where she
competed in the 2016 World Grand
Prix.
NSW launched the National
online database, Fortix and is
becoming a regular use to more
members. Through education and

•

communication, NSW is hopeful
that all members will be on Fortix
in the 2018/2019 season as well as
all event registration to be done
online.
SVNSW once again supported the
UTS/Sydney University (UTSSU)
team in the Australian Volleyball
League (AVL). There was also the
inclusion of the Sydney Amazons
and Sydney Warriors AVL teams to
the NSW family

UPCOMING PROJECTS
1.

2.

3.

4.

Launch of the Junior Beach
Volleyball League, Junior Beach
Volleyball Cups and Junior
State Championships for Beach
Volleyball
Continue facility development
and infrastructure. With growing
numbers in both beach and
indoor, encouraging leisure
centres to become more multi
purposed
Implement new training
structure for Beach State
Team and Indoor State Team
programs to be more accessible
and become a more true ‘State’
program
Create 2-3 regional Junior
Academy Programs (beach
and/or indoor) through camp
initiatives.
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VOLLEYBALL NT
BOARD
LUKE SEIB - CHAIR
JOHN LAY - VICE CHAIR
ANNE CHADWICK - SECRETARY
SCOTT PETSCHEL - BEACH DIRECTOR
BERT LUKITSCH - COACHING &
OFFICIATING AND DARWIN
SALLY CARAHER - GOVE
CINDY HADDOW - KATHERINE

STAFF
Anne Chadwick (Adminstrator - PT)
HIGHLIGHTS
Volleyball in the Northern Territory
has continued to grow and develop in
the 2016/17 year including increased
numbers of junior participants and
more volleyball programs being
delivered into remote parts of the
Territory and Schools.
Gove Volleyball Association – GVA
has 19 teams participating in their
Indoor Volleyball Mixed Competition
including 2 teams of Indigenous
Players. GVA continues to develop
their Junior Athletes through their 4
week Junior Development Program.
Davin, Sally and the team have
worked hard at developing Referees
and Coaches as part of building their
competition.
Katherine – After a 12 month hiatus
the Katherine Volleyball Club kicked
off their Mixed Social Volleyball
Competition with 10 teams in
June this year. The KVC effectively
promotes volleyball to indigenous
youth from remote communities who
are boarding in Katherine to complete
their secondary education.
Darwin Volleyball Association – DVA
delivered a strong Beach Volleyball
Series throughout 2016 and built
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on it further during the 2017 Dry
Season. Record number of teams
entered and improved facilities are
contributing to a great series. DVA
spent much of 2016 in a rebuilding
phase after the decline of its League
Indoor Competition yet through some
innovative thinking, and leveraged off
its sturdy Social Mixed Competition
it is taking its first steps along the
road to recovery and the signs are all
positive.
Central Australian Volleyball
Association – CAVA was effectively
wound up in 2016/17 after many
years in the wilderness. VNT are
looking at the most appropriate
model to reengage the Volleyball
Public of Alice Springs and its
surrounds. We are planning a Beach
Volleyball Day on the Todd River
which we hop will attract some would
be committee members who can help
rebuild the sport in that region.
Volleyball Northern Territory – The
VNT Committee embarked on the
2016/2017 year with a very clear
goal. Grow our sport. We were
committed to do this through
Junior Development and increased
participation in Remote Northern
Territory. Our Junior Development
Strategy includes the introduction
of an Indoor and Beach Junior
Development Program where
Coaches can grow and develop
their art and Athletes can train and

prepare for tournaments such as
AJBVC and AJVC each year. AJVC 2017
was deemed too premature so we
have opted for a Beach Program first
which will be closely followed by an
Indoor Program.
VNT’s Volleyball Programs in
Remote Communities have
proven to be a great success.
Visits to Galiwinku, Milingimbi and
Ampilatawatja all resulted in large
participation numbers and a greater
understanding of the game. So much
so in North East Arnhem Land that
the regional council has started
working with communities to run
regional Volleyball Tournaments on a
regular basis.
We look forward to our continued
growth throughout 2017/18 including
Junior Development, Coach and
Referee Development and increased
participation numbers in remote and
indigenous coummunities.

VOLLEYBALL QLD
BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
BORIS GEORGIEFF - PRESIDENT
TERRY RUDDER - VICE PRESIDENT
RHIANNON TOOKER
GREG POTTER
ADAM POLLOCK
RUSSELL EGAN
KEVIN HOWARD

STAFF
Jon Gibbs - General Manager
Damien Searle/Todd Kropp (temp) Event Coordinator
Patti PcIntosh - Member Services
Coordinator
Kylie Marshall - State Teams
Coordinator
Susan McQuinn, Jill Kelly & Tori
Cameron - Support Staff
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
VQ’s club network expanded to 21
affiliates this year and membership
normalized to 6043 after national
initiatives to begin a single national
annual membership period starting 1
April 2017. All competitions continue
to meet expanded capacity.

set new record numbers (notably
Beach Schools Cup grew to 130
teams) as the indoor high school
competitions expanded from two to
three tournaments to accommodate
further growth to 457 teams due to
emerging Year 7 participants.
Two amazing new indoor facilities
opened on the Gold Coast this year.
Coomera Indoor Sports Centre (8
courts) hosted AJVC 2016 and various
state and club level competitions
after opening in August 2016.
Meanwhile, Gold Coast Sports &
Leisure Centre, Carrara, (15 courts)
hosted Queensland’s first-ever
FIVB tournament in June 2017,
when Australia, Slovenia, Japan and
The Netherlands competed in the
FIVB World League Group 2 Finals.
New affiliated clubs have since
commenced volleyball operations at
each facility.

UPCOMING PROJECTS
The next priorities are gaining
access for local clubs and securing
state competitions in quality new
4-court facilities in Cairns and
Bundaberg. We are also working
Netball Queensland to ensure that
indoor volleyball infrastructure and
affordable access is delivered as part
of its State Netball Centre (8 courts),
which is due to open in 2019 at QSAC
Nathan. Development programs
continue to expand and our
statewide Talent ID network is being
established through our expanded
QAS Volleyball program from 2017.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2016/2017
CURRENT TRENDS
Taliqua Clancy became Queensland’s
27th Olympian and achieved 5th
place in Women’s Beach Volleyball at
the Rio 2016 Olympic Games.
Queensland won three overall
awards at national championships
– AJVC’s President’s Cup, Men’s AVL
and AJBVC’s Andy Burdin Shield.
Queensland took silver in the fourth
national championship, Women’s
AVL.
Queensland’s Schools Cup series

The number and average size
of our affiliated clubs continues
to grow. The number of schools
participating in Schools Cup and
State Championships continues to
strengthen. Indoor competitions are
currently only limited by access to
quality facilities and beach volleyball
is growing strongly in schools, clubs
and on our Qld Beach Volleyball Tour
(QBVT).
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VOLLEYBALL SA
BOARD
CRAIG WATSON - PRESIDENT
BEVAN ROBERTS - VP FINANCE
SHANNON EMRICK
RA-ED ALARAJ
JASON NELSON

The Board of Volleyball SA have
continued to lead for growth in
membership and affiliates across
South Australia on the base of sound
financial management and strategic
vision.
Volleyball SA has delivered this
growth strongly in 2016-17 and this
has been assisted by the retention
of key team members both inside
the Volleyball SA office and within
volunteer groups, the clubs and
associations. Membership grew
27% and the growth was across
every single membership category.
Affiliated clubs/associations also grew
across the state (particularly in the
Regional areas) from 10 to 24 and
the State League competition also
expanded to include Division 2 this
year.
The events portfolio this year
continued to deliver successful events
and growth with both SA Open and
the South Australian Beach Series
recording an increase in the number
of teams involved and all other
indoor events maintaining similar
entries. The events calendar included
for the first time the Multicultural
Volleyball Cup of Nations and this
provides a new opportunity to engage
further with a number of Cultural and
Linguistically Diverse organisations
such as the Kenyan association one of
our new affiliates.
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The VSA Academy was officially
implemented this year with 120
athletes engaged in a focused
program of strength and conditioning
and volleyball skills to prepare them
for selection to National teams and
provide strong pathways for all SA
athletes and coaches.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• A third year of solid profit ($47,175)
• A significant 27% increase in
membership growth
• Increase from 10 to 25 affiliated
organisations
• Staffing retention in VSA office
allowing year on year performance
improvements
• Delivered online competition
management system for State League
• Donated $2600 to headspace a
charity for early intervention services
for youth mental health
• Finals round appearance by
Adelaide Storm men’s AVL team
• 100% of indoor State Teams
winning a medal at AJVC and solid
performance at AVBVC
• Sporting Schools growth and
marketing of Spikezone from these
programs.
• Introduced POS and Inventory
management online systems into City
Beach venue.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2016-17
• Implementation of the VSA Academy
(3 Tiers and 120 athletes)
• 100% of indoor State Teams winning
a medal at AJVC
• Introduction of Division 2 Women
and stabilising of Division 2 Men in
State League providing expanded
competition opportunities
CURRENT TRENDS
• Increasing membership across all
categories
• Increasing opportunities for more
casual drop in centres for indoor
volleyball
UPCOMING PROJECTS
1. Continuation of Regional Reconnect
2. Continue Club Development with
an aim for all clubs to deliver their
own Spikezone and/or Recreational
competition
3. Sporting Schools expansion and
creating best practice recruitment
path to Spikezone
4. Expand online competition
management to Recreational
competitions and Junior League
5. Statewide Strategic Facilities plan
project.

VOLLEYBALL TAS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
STEPHEN IBBOTT
MICHAEL ADAMS
JENNIFER MACQUARIE
PETER JOHNSON
COMMITTEE
PETER HUTCHINSON
MARK THOMAS
GREG ANDERSON
LAURA COOMBE
STEPH HIND
SAM WARDLAW
JAKE MORGAN
RACHEL KITSON

DIRECTOR, TAS VOLLEYBALL ACADEMY
Laura Coombe
The volunteer committee responsible
for all development and participation
outcomes for volleyball in Tasmania
has been enhanced in the areas of
ICT and compliance. This has helped
to spread the workload and take
on some additional tasks that may
otherwise have lapsed.
Beach volleyball is offered over
summer and our tournaments are
supported by a dedicated core
group; however, attendance by
juniors is on the rise. We are also
developing more event managers
through some of our beach
tournaments.
Participation growth through the
Tasmanian Volleyball Academy has
been bolstered this year through
some concentrated recruiting
at grade 6-7 level. Our goal is to
maintain and build on this, through
a memorable experience at the AVSC
later in 2017, and our clubs stand to
benefit in the medium to long term.
Events such as AVSC play a crucial
role in player retention.
Volleyball opportunities in the south
continue to grow; we now provide
regular volleyball competition and
training/coaching on every day of the
week. Competitions in Launceston
and Burnie are conducted on a

weekly basis and Volleyball Tasmania
maintains a strong collaborative
relationship with its major affiliates.
State League competition again
provided an opportunity for
each region in Tasmania to be
represented at state wide level.
Players from all corners of the
state, some switching clubs for the
premier tournament, fought a hotly
contested three rounds plus finals.
2016 premiers were Van Diemens in
both men’s and women’s divisions.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS & HIGHLIGHTS OF
2016/2017
• Expansion of junior programs at
the Tas Volleyball Academy
• Expansion of school outreach
programs, including Sporting Schools
& Spikezone
• Representation
at interstate
competitions,
including AVSC
and Masters
• State wide
participation at all
open events

junior categories. School support
of our secondary competitions
remains very healthy, although still
limited by staff availability outside
school campus. However, some new
primary schools have signed up for
delivered volleyball programs this
year.
UPCOMING PROJECTS
1 Expansion of management
team for the Tasmanian Volleyball
Academy
2 Hosting Australian Masters Games
in October 2017
3 Developing boys’ teams for
national events

CURRENT TRENDS
Membership
growth was
experienced in
both adult and
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VOLLEYBALL VIC
BOARD
THE HONOURABLE STEPHEN CONROY,
HONORARY OFFICER - PRESIDENT
ELIZABETH TUPPER (OFFICER
DIRECTOR)
BRENDAN FLEITER (OFFICER DIRECTOR)
LUKE CAMPBELL (DIRECTOR)
PAUL FRECKLETON (DIRECTOR)
IAN JENKINS (DIRECTOR)
GRANT HYDE (DIRECTOR CO-OPTED)
CORI WILDER (DIRECTOR CO-OPTED)
LYNDALL HUNTER (DIRECTOR
CO-OPTED)

STAFF

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Geoff Rietschel (General Manager),
Lina Monaco (Accounts & Office
Manager), Ash Camac (Events &
Competitions Coordinator), Heidi
Smith (Media, Communications,
& Sponsorship Coordinator - Oct
2016), Victoria Ellis (Member Services
Coordinator Nov 2016 -), Rebecca
Walter (Development Officer and
State Team Program Manager - Apr
2017), Cary Ann Moore (Development
Officer and State Team Program
Manager May 2017 -), Katherine
Walton (Events Officer Mar 2017
-), Emmeline Ashley (Development
Support)

The Office experienced significant
disruption with three of five
permanent staff having secured
significant career advancement
opportunities beyond Volleyball
Victoria; this represented threequarters of all fulltime staff. The
standard of service maintained
throughout this period was an
achievement of the remaining staff
and efforts of new personnel.

Volleyball Victoria enjoyed a year
of strong performance; making
considerable progress on the
Strategic Plan, overseeing growth in
participation, and reporting a solid
profit result in the most recently
completed year.
The recent trend of participation
growth continued in 2016-17 with
events, State Teams, State League,
and membership overall growing
by approximately 10% for the
comparable period in 2015-16.
Several strategic and structural
decisions were implemented that
provided positive outcomes for the
organisation and members, including
an increase in Victorian entries
to the Australian Junior Volleyball
Championships, continuing to lead
a national response to Sporting
Schools, and support for national
schemes that improved the value
proposition for members, eg
insurance.
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The decision to seek greater team
entries within the indoor program
almost doubled the size of the State
Team delegation and garnered
considerable praise from within the
Victorian volleyball community for
the increased opportunities and flow
on benefits.
Constitutional change to enable a
broader recognition of membership,
better reflecting the day to day
activities of Volleyball Victoria, were
important and had canvassed with
affiliates for over six months prior to
the Annual General Meeting.
Several individual Victoria athletes
gained success on the national and
international stage: Bec Ingram and
Carrie Van Rensburg claimed their
third consecutive underage national
title at AJBVC. Damien Schumann
and Josh Court entered SASI and
Damien went on to debut for the
Beach Volleyroos. Jordan Richards
also made his Volleyroos debut.

most growth targets reached. High
retention rates are a measure of
satisfaction and Volleyball Victoria
value these indicators.
In November, Volleyball Victoria
introduced the Primary Schools
Cup, in support of the School
Sport Victoria State Finals. Whilst
the inaugural event was modestly
patronised, Volleyball Victoria is very
confident the exposure of Sporting
Schools and the existing quality
event experience will lead to this
event growing into a major success.
In December, Uni Blues’ women
completed a third successful defence
of the AVL title, winning their
fourth consecutive championship,
unprecedented success. In the
men’s competition, the VVA Vultures’
secured bronze.
In April, the Victorian delegation
to the Australian Beach Volleyball
Championships came close to
upsetting Queensland in a major
boilover, placing second in the Andy
Burdin Shield. This was a great
result given the injuries and other
disruptions to the tournament the
team experienced. At the Volleyball
Victoria Annual General Meeting,
Ian Burgess was awarded Life
Membership.
UPCOMING PROJECTS

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2016/2017

Regional Association Development
Officer initiative through national We
are Volleyball funding, with a rollout
in two regional areas.

Ongoing strong support throughout
the year for events and competitions
with retention levels very high and

Development of a State Facility
Plan through support of State
Government of Victoria.

VOLLEYBALL WA
BOARD
DAMIAN OLDMEADOW (-APR 2017)
IAN PHIPPS (APR 2017-) - PRESIDENT
KAMIE ANG
GREG DODD
DARREL FOX
ROBYN KUHL
BETH MORRIS
PAUL PRINDIVILLE
SOPHIE ROW

STAFF
Robyn Kuhl (Executive Director),
Cecily Clay (Development and
Administration Support Officer),
Jacqueline Hunt (Administration
/ Receptionist), Paula Johnstone
(Finance Officer), Jason Laverdure
(Competitions and Event Officer),
Amy McGregor (Game and Club
Development Officer), Helen
Shields (Operations & Support
Manager), Kyle West (Pathways
and Development Manager),
Karen Wickham (Participation &
Development Manager)
In the last 12 months, Volleyball
WA has continued to deliver and
achieve the quantitative measures
as outlined in the 2014 – 2017
Strategic Plan. This has been
based around providing sound
governance, collaborative and
integrated planning, and stakeholder
and member alignment. With these
foundations, Volleyball WA has now
embarked on ensuring that the 2018
– 2021 Strategic Planning process
is thorough and comprehensive so
as to ensure the ongoing growth of
the volleyball community in Western
Australia.
VWA would like to acknowledge
our newest Life Member Damian
Oldmeadow. We sincerely thank
Damian for his leadership and
commitment to VWA throughout the
last ten years as VWA Board member
and VWA President. We would also
like to acknowledge and thank our
major partners Healthway and their
Alcohol.Think Again message, the
Department of Sport and Recreation,
Fortix and Sunday Times / Perth
Now.

VWA would also like to acknowledge
the passing of our inaugural VWA
President John MacKay (September
2016) and one of our VWA Life
Members Sue Scudds (nee Falconer
– January 2017). VWA wishes to
acknowledge and thank them for the
very important roles they held for
volleyball in Western Australia.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
• The continued implementation
and development of the CRM to
include competition, event and
course entry procedures, and
Expressions of Interests for State
team / development squad coaches,
referees and volunteers.
• Alignment of all of the key VWA
documents, including the VWA
Strategic Plan, the VWA Risk
Management Policy and Strategy, the
VWA Operational Plan and the VWA
Marketing and Communications Plan
and all the underpinning policies,
procedures and regulations.
• VWA welcomed eleven new clubs
(Affiliate and Associate) to the
Western Australian volleyball family
and the ongoing Memorandum
of Understanding with the Indoor
Beach Volleyball Federation (eight
clubs).
• The successful hosting of key
events in regional Western Australia;
AVL in Albany and Alcohol.Think
Again Beach Tour events in Bunbury,
Busselton and Esperance.
• The successful hosting of the
Australian Junior Beach Volleyball
Championships at Scarborough
Beach in Perth.

• The successful completion of the
Department of Sport and Recreation
Inclusion grant and the decision
made to ensure the ongoing
delivery and growth of CaLD related
programs and projects.
• The Department of Sport and
Recreation Leadership program
(three schools and 34 participants)
and the VWA Development Squad for
both Beach and Indoor volleyball.
UPCOMING PROJECTS
• Completion of the 2018 – 2021
VWA Strategic Planning with the four
priorities of Participation, Pathways,
Profile through People.
• Delivery of the VWA Accessible
Education project focusing on
regional Western Australian delivery
and the ongoing delivery of all CaLD
related programs and projects.
• Hosting of the ‘Volley at the Bay’
event (includes Alcohol.Think Again
Beach Tour, the National U23’s and
Australian Junior Beach Volleyball C)
at Koombana Bay, Bunbury Western
Australia.
• Review and upgrade of the VWA
website and ongoing roll-out of
changes to the engagement with
the VWA Social Media forums of
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
• Development of a VWA Facilities
Strategy Plan which includes the
usage of indoor venues, beaches and
Public Open Spaces.
• Hosting of a Level 3 Volleyball
Coaching Course in October 2017.
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YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY AT
VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA
NAMING RIGHTS SPONSORS

MAJOR PARTNERS

GOVERNMENT SPONSORS

CORPORATE / PREMIER PARTNERS

EXCLUSIVE CATEGORY PARTNERS

in

CHARITY PARTNERS
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MEDIA PARTNERS

THANKS TO OUR PATRON
MRS GINA RINEHART
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Directors report
for the year ended 30 June 2017
The directors present their report together with the financial report of Volleyball Australia Limited (“the
Company”) for the year ended 30 June 2017 and the auditor’s report thereon.
1.

Directors

The directors of the Company at any time during or since the end of the financial year are:
Director

Experience and qualification

Craig Carracher
Malcolm Borgeaud
Anita Palm
Riad Tayeh
Andrew Scotford
Tracey Holmes
Kerri Potharst
Ying Jiang

President
Vice-President (Chair, Audit & Risk Committee)
Vice-President
Finance Director (Member, Audit & Risk Committee)
Director
Director
Director
Director (appointed 4 April 2017)

2.

Company secretary

Mathieu Meriaux was appointed to the position of Company Secretary on 13 August 2014. Mathieu is also
the Chief Executive Officer of the company.
3.

Directors’ meetings

The number of directors’ meetings (including meeting of committees of directors) and number of meetings
attended by each of the directors of the Company during the financial year are:

Director name

Craig Carracher
Malcolm Borgeaud
Anita Palm
Riad Tayeh
Andrew Scotford
Tracey Holmes
Kerri Potharst
Ying Jiang
Roger Fitzgerald (Independent)

Board meetings
No. of
No. of meetings
meetings
held*
attended
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
2
6
4
6
2
2
N/A
N/A

Audit & Risk Committee
No. of
No. of
meetings
meetings
attended
held*
4

4

4

4

2

2

* Reflects the number of meetings held during the time the director held office during the year.
4.

Principal activities

The principal activities of the Company during the financial year was as an Australian National Sporting
Organisation to promote, inspire, the love of volleyball by fostering participation and sporting excellence
for the benefit of all.
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Directors report
for the year ended 30 June 2017

5.

Membership

The Company is limited by guarantee and without share capital. In accordance with the Constitution of the
Company, every member of the Company undertakes to contribute an amount limited to $1/member in the
event of the winding up of the Company, during the time he or she is a member or within one period
thereafter. The number of members as at 30 June 2017 is as follows:
2017
2016
No.
No.
Ordinary members
8
8
8
8
6.

Financial review

Overview of the company
The loss for the period amounted to $112,106 (2016: loss of $34,073) after income tax of $Nil (2016: $Nil).

Significant changes in the state of affairs
In the opinion of the directors there were no significant changes in the state of affairs of the Company that
occurred during the financial period under review.
7.

Dividends

The Company is a non-profit organisation and is prevented by its constitution from paying dividends.
8.

Environmental regulation

The Company’s operations are subject to various environmental regulations under both Commonwealth
and State legislation.
The Board believes that the Company has adequate systems in place for the management of its
environmental requirements and is not aware of any breach of those environmental requirements as they
apply to the company.
9.

Events subsequent to reporting date

No other matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the financial period which significantly
affected or may significantly affect the operations of the company, the results of those operations, or the
state of affairs of the company in future financial periods.
10.

Likely developments

The directors do not anticipate any particular development in the operations of the Company which will
affect the result in subsequent periods.
11.

Indemnification and insurance of officers

No indemnities have been given or insurance premiums paid, during or since the end of the financial year,
for any person who is or has been an officer or auditor of the company.
No person has applied for leave of Court to bring proceedings on behalf of the company or intervene in any
proceedings to which the company is a party for the purpose of taking responsibility on behalf of the
company for all or any part of those proceedings. The company was not a party to any such proceedings
during the financial period.
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Auditor’s independence declaration
Under Section 307C of the Corporations Act 2001
To: the directors of Volleyball Australia Ltd
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, in relation to the audit for the financial year ended
30 June 2017 there has been:


No contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the Corporation Act
2001 in relation to the audit; and



No contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.

Arnold Stevens Finlay Assurance Services Pty Limited
Chartered Accountants

S. Balram
Director

13 November 2017.
Sydney.

Principal
Sharma Balram
Consultant s
Gerry Farlanga
Anne Botting

Sydney
Level 6, 189 Kent Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Postal
PO Box 2588
North Parramatta NSW 1750

Arnold Stevens Finlay
Assurance Services Pty Ltd
ACN 139 121 841

Parramatta
Level 4, 470 Church Street
North Parramatta NSW 2151

Ph:
Fax:

Web:
Email:

(02) 9890 2555
(02) 9890 4099

Liability Limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
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Independent auditor’s report
to the Members of
Volleyball Australia Ltd
Report on the financial report
Opinion
We have audited the accompanying financial report of Volleyball Australia Limited (“the Company”), which
comprises the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2017, and the statement of comprehensive income,
statement of changes in member’s funds and statement of cash flows for the year ended on that date, a summary
of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes set out on pages 8 to 18 and the directors’
declaration set out on page 7.
Audit Opinion
In our opinion, the accompanying financial report of Volleyball Australia Limited, is in accordance with the
Corporations Act 2001 including:
 giving a true and fair view of the company’s financial position as at 30 June 2017 and of its financial
performance for the year then ended; and
 Complying with Australian Accounting Standards and the Corporation Regulations 2001.
Basis of opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section of
our audit. We are independent of the Company in accordance with the auditor independence requirements of the
Corporations Act 2001 and the ethical requirements of the Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board
APES 110 Code of Professional Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to our audit of the financial report in
Australia. We have also fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code.
We confirm that the independence declaration required by the Corporations Act 2001, which has been given to
the directors of the company, would be in the same terms if given to the directors as at the time of this auditor’s
report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion.
Responsibilities of the Directors for the Financial Report
The directors of the Company are responsible for the preparation of the financial report that gives a true and fair
view in accordance with Australian Accounting Standard – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the
Corporations Act 2001 and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of the financial report that gives a true and fair view and is free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial report, the directors are responsible for assessing the Company’s ability to continue as
a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of
accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic
alternative to do so.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole is free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance
with the Australian Accounting Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in aggregate, they
could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of this financial
report.
Liability Limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
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Independent auditor’s report
to the Members of
Volleyball Australia Ltd
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report (Continued)
As part of an audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards, we exercise professional judgement and
maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
 identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or
error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misinterpretations, or the override of internal controls.
 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purposes of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Company’s internal controls.
 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
 Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to
the related disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our
opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report.
However, future events or conditions may cause the entity to cease or continue as a going concern.
 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the disclosures,
and whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair representation.
 Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the Company or
business activities within the Company to express an opinion on the financial report. We are
responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the Company audit. We remain solely
responsible for our audit opinion.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal controls that
we identify during our audit.
We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements
regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably
be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.
Arnold Stevens Finlay Assurance Services Pty Limited
Chartered Accountants

S. Balram
Director
13 November 2017.
Sydney.
Principal
Sharma Balram
Consultants
Gerry Farlanga
Anne Botting

Sydney
Level 6, 189 Kent Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Postal
PO Box 2588
North Parramatta NSW 1750

Arnold Stevens Finlay
Assurance Services Pty Ltd
ACN 139 121 841

Parramatta
Level 4, 470 Church Street
North Parramatta NSW 2151

Ph:
Fax:

Web:
Email:

(02) 9890 2555
(02) 9890 4099

Liability Limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Statement of comprehensive income
for the year ended 30 June 2017

Revenue
Depreciation
Employee benefits
Competition/event expenses
SIS/SAS Program contribution
Program expenses
Travel expenses
Consultant and contract fees
Communications expenses
Other expenses

Note

2017
$

2016
$

5

7,280,788

8,740,930

(58,009)
(2,024,875)
(987,972)
(1,484,560)
(2,132,577)
(351,874)
(103,361)
(249,666)

(42,384)
(2,049,224)
(1,540,187)
(97,000)
(1,861,070)
(2,608,227)
(131,714)
(187,993)
(257,204)

(112,106)

(34,073)

(Deficit) before income tax
Income tax expense

-

(Deficit) for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income attributable to
members of the entity

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements
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(112,106)

(34,073)

-

-

(112,106)

(34,073)

Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Statement of financial position
as at 30 June 2017

Note

Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Other assets
Total current assets
Non-current assets
Intangibles
Plant and equipment
Total non-current assets

2017
$

2016
$

6
7
8

1,055,283
310,462
296,329
1,662,074

1,008,970
877,825
939,549
2,826,344

9
10

3,000
136,985
139,985

3,000
86,707
89,707

1,802,059

2,916,051

11
12

1,459,023
149,806
1,608,829

2,448,324
179,573
2,627,897

12

51,213
51,213

34,031
34,031

1,660,042

2,661,928

142,017

254,123

142,017
142,017

254,123
254,123

Total assets
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Employee benefits
Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Employee benefits
Non-current liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets
Equity
Accumulated surplus
Total equity

13

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Statement of recognized income and expenses
for the year ended 30 June 2017
Accumulated
surplus
$

Total
$

Balance at 1 July 2015

288,196

288,196

(Deficit) for the period

(34,073)

(34,073)

-

-

Balance at 30 June 2016

254,123

254,123

Balance at 1 July 2016

254,123

254,123

(Deficit) for the period

(112,106)

(112,106)

-

-

142,017

142,017

Other comprehensive income

Other comprehensive income
Balance at 30 June 2017

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Statement of cash flows
For the year ended 30 June 2017

Note

2017
$

2016
$

8,576,230
(8,421,631)
154,599
154,599

9,095,183
(8,983,682)
111,501
9,593
121,094

Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of plant and equipment
Payment for intangibles
Net cash (used in) investing activities

(108,286)
(108,286)

(59,987)
(59,987)

Cash flows from financing activities
Advance to related parties
Net cash from financing activities

-

-

46,313

61,107

1,008,970

947,863

1,055,283

1,008,970

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from grants and other sources
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash generated from operations
Interest received
Net cash provided by operating activities

Net increase in cash held
Cash and cash equivalents at 1 July
6

Cash and cash equivalents at 30 June

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2017

1.

Reporting entity

Volleyball Australia Ltd (“the Company”) is incorporated and dominated in Australia as a company limited
by guarantee. The address of the company’s registered office is Australia Institute of Sport, Leverrier Street,
Bruce ACT 2617. The financial statements of the company are as at and for the year ended 30 June 2017.
2.

Basis of preparation

Statement of compliance
The financial statements are general purpose financial statements that have been prepared in accordance
with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements of the Australian Accounting
Standards Board and the Corporations Act 2001. The Company is a not-for-profit entity for financial
reporting purposes under Australian Accounting Standards.
Basis of measurement
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis.
Functional and presentation currency
These financial statements are presented in Australian dollars, which is the Company’s presentation and
functional currency.
Use of estimates and judgments
The preparation of financial statements requires the management to make judgements, estimates and
assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities,
income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates. Estimates and underlying
assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the
period in which the estimate is revised and in any future periods affected.
In particular, information about significant areas of estimation uncertainty and critical judgments in
applying accounting policies that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial
statements are described in the following notes:


3.

Note 10 – Plant & equipment
Note 12 – Employee benefits

Significant accounting policies

The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in the
financial statements:
(a) Income taxes
The company is exempt from income tax under the provisions of the Income Tax Assessment Act.
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2017
3.

Significant accounting policies (continued)

(b) Plant and equipment
Plant and equipment are measured on the cost basis.
Depreciation
The depreciable amount of all fixed assets is depreciated on a straight-line basis over the asset's
useful life to the company commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use. The
depreciation rates used for each class of depreciable asset are:
Class of asset
Plant and equipment

Depreciation rate
20% - 33%

The assets' residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each balance
date.
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These
gains and losses are included in the statement of comprehensive income.
(c) Leases
Lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with the
lessor, are charged as expenses in the periods in which they are incurred.
(d) Financial instruments
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the entity becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of the instrument.
Financial instruments are classified and measured as set out below:
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that
are not quoted in an active market and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest rate method.
Financial liabilities
Non-derivative financial liabilities are recognised at amortised cost, comprising original debt less
principal payments and amortisation.
Impairment
At each reporting date, the Company assesses whether there is objective evidence that a financial
instrument has been impaired. Impairment losses are recognised in the statement of comprehensive
income.
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2017
3.

Significant accounting policies (continued)

(e) Employee benefits
Provision is made for the Company’s liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered
by employees to balance date. Employee benefits that are expected to be settled within one year have
been measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled, plus related on-costs.
Employee benefits payable later than one year have been measured at the present value of the
estimated future cash outflows to be made for those benefits.
(f) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short-term
highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less, and bank overdrafts.
(g) Revenue
Revenue from membership is recognised in the period to which it relates to. Revenue from events and
programs are recognised at the time the events and programs are presented. All other revenues are
recognised as income of the period in which the monies are received.
Interest revenue is recognised on a proportional basis taking into account the interest rates applicable
to the financial assets.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax.
(h) Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of
GST incurred is not recoverable from the taxation authority. In these circumstances the GST is
recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense.
Receivables and payables in the statement of financial position are shown inclusive of GST.
Cash flows are presented in the statement of cash flows on a gross basis, except for the GST
component of investing and financing activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.
(i) New standards and interpretations not yet adopted
A number of new standards, amendments to standards and interpretations are effective for annual
periods beginning after 1 July 2016, and have not been applied in preparing these financial statements.
None of these is expected to have a significant effect on the financial statements.
4.

Financial risk management
The Company has exposure to the following risks from their use of financial instruments:


Credit risk

This note presents information about the Company’s exposure to the risk, their objectives, policies
and processes for measuring and managing risk and the management of capital. The Board of
Directors have overall responsibility for the establishment and oversight of the risk framework.
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2017
2017
$
4.

2016
$

Financial risk management (continued)

Risk management policies are established to identify and analyse the risks faced by the Company, to set
appropriate risk limits and controls, and to monitor risks and adherence to limited. Risk management
policies and systems are reviewed regularly to reflect changes in market conditions and the Company
overall activities.
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Company if a customer or counterparty to the financial
instrument fails to meet its contractual obligations, and arises principally from the Company’s receivable
from customers.
Trade and other receivables
The Company’s exposure to credit risk is influenced by the individual character of each customer.
The Directors have established a credit policy under which each new customer is analysed individually for
credit worthiness before the Company’s standard payment and delivery terms and conditions are offered.
Purchase limits are established for each customer, which represents the maximum open amount without
requiring approval from the Directors, these limits are reviewed regularly.
5.

Revenue
Operating revenue
Grants
Sponsorships
Membership fees
Athlete and other contributions
Education and development
Competition and events
Other income
Other revenue
Interest received
Total revenue

6.

3,205,659
1,846,912
307,377
854,676
18,690
766,600
280,874
7,280,788

3,848,956
1,529,155
370,704
809,677
27,691
1,422,120
723,034
8,731,337

7,280,788

9,593
9,593
8,740,930

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash on hand
Cash at bank

10,132
1,045,151
1,055,283
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18,749
990,221
1,008,970

Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2017
2017
$
7.

Trade and other receivables
Current
Trade debtors
Less: impairment losses
Other debtors

8.

9.

Other assets
Current
Deposits
Prepayments

Intangibles
Patent – Spike Zone
Less: impairment losses

10. Plant & equipment
Office furniture & equipment
At cost
Less: accumulated depreciation
Total plant and equipment, at written down
value

11. Trade and other payables
Current
Trade creditors
Other creditors
Grants and other income received in advance
GST payable

329,312
(50,712)
278,600
31,862
310,462

651,319
(50,712)
600,607
277,218
877,825

67,566
228,763
296,329

195,063
744,486
939,549

3,000
-

3,000
-

3,000

3,000

411,655
(274,670)
136,985

303,369
(216,662)
86,707

136,985

86,707

564,555
448,723
298,300
147,445
1,459,023

12. Employee benefits
Current
Liabilities for annual leave
Liabilities for long service leave
Non-current
Liabilities for long service leave
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2016
$

1,306,348
556,519
468,277
117,180
2,448,324

149,806
149,806

179,573
179,573

51,213

34,031

Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2017

Note

2017
$

2016
$

142,017

254,123

254,123
(112,106)
142,017

288,196
(34,073)
254,123

13. Accumulated surplus
Accumulated surplus
Opening balance at 1 July
Current period (deficit)
Other comprehensive income
Closing balance at 30 June
14. Financial risk management
The Company’s financial instruments consist mainly of deposits with banks, accounts receivable and
payable and leases. The total of each category of financial instruments measured in accordance with
AASB 139 as detailed in the accounting policies to these financial statements, are as follows:
Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Total financial assets
Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities at amortised cost:
Trade and other payables
Total financial liabilities

6
7

1,055,283
310,462
1,365,745

1,008,970
877,825
1,886,795

11

1,459,023
1,459,023

2,448,324
2,448,324

15. Members’ guarantee
In the event the Company is wound up, the Constitution states the liability of members to contribute
towards the payment of debts and liabilities of the Company or the cost, charges and expenses of
winding-up of the Company is limited to $1 /member. At 30 June 2017 the number of members was 8
(2016: 8).
16. Related parties
From time to time, the members of the Company or their related parties may acquire services of the
Company. These services are on the same terms and conditions as those entered into by other members
or customers and are trivial or domestic in nature.
17. Segment reporting
The company operates predominantly in one business and geographical segment, the sporting sector by
providing facilities and services to members of the Company within Australia.
18. Company details
The registered office and principal place of business of the company is:
Australia Institute of Sport
Leverrier Street
Bruce ACT 2617
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Volleyball Australia Ltd
ABN: 46 487 409 518
Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2017

2017
$

2016
$

19. Commitments
Leases as lessee
At the end of the reporting period, the future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating
leases are payable as follows:
Less than one year
Between one and five years
More than five years

30,000
30,000

25,000
25,000

The company leases its office premises under operating leases, which typically run for a period of 3
years, with an option to renew after that date.
During the year an amount of $46,683 (2016: $45,319) was recognised as an expense in profit or loss
in respect of operating leases.
20. Subsequent events
There have been no events subsequent to balance date which would have a material effect on the
company’s financial statements at 30 June 2017.

21. Economic dependency
A significant portion of the company’s income is grant funding provided by the Australian Sports
Commission.
22. Correction of error
During the year, the company had a payroll tax audit on its payroll and as a result was advised that an
amount of $134,761 was payable to the respective States and Territory Office of State Revenue. As a
result, an adjustment has been made to the opening accumulated surplus on 1 July 2015 amounting to
$58,496, together with the profit and loss adjustment amounting to $41,731 for the year ended 30 June
2016. Consequently, the net assets of the company has decreased by $100,227 for the year ended 30
June 2016.
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